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Talents in Christian Discipleship© 

Seminars for Young Adults 

 

Welcome to Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminars for Young Adults!   

Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminars give young adult Christians the opportunity to learn 

how to name and invest in their talents toward developing strengths to use in all aspects of their 

lives for the common good. The seminars are rooted in Roman Catholic Church Tradition and 

Catholic Social Teaching. Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminar Facilitator Guides include 

step-by-step weekly learning strategies, resources, and handouts.   

Seminar One: Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths introduces seminar participants to 

the language and process of talent and strengths development, while also connecting and 

integrating strengths development with Christian discipleship.  

 

Seminar One is intended for young adults who: 

• Have some knowledge of Jesus Christ and the Gospel message. 

• Want a trusting and affirming environment in which to grow in Christian discipleship 

through talent discovery and strengths development.  

• Plan to attend all six weeks of the seminar, since each week builds upon the previous 

week. 

 

Seminar One is best facilitated by experienced small group facilitators who are actively engaged 

in personal and communal Christian discipleship and have some personal experience with 

StrengthsFinder®; however, facilitating the seminar does not require any formal StrengthsFinder® 

training or previous experience specifically facilitating a talent/strengths group. The Seminar 

Introduction below gives seminar facilitators more information and details about the overall 

seminar.   

 

Talents in Christian Discipleship Facilitator Guides are currently in development and in pre-

published form.  Seminar One’s pre-published Facilitator Guide is available for download and 

use until the final Facilitator Guide is published.  As you look over and use the seminar 

materials, I welcome and appreciate your questions, feedback, and comments.    

 

Thank you for working with young adults and creating an environment in which they can learn 

to name their talents and invest in their talents toward developing strengths throughout their lives 

of Christian discipleship!   

 

Martha Buelt 

TalentsDiscipleship@gmail.com 

 

mailto:TalentsDiscipleship@gmail.com
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Seminar Introduction  

 

Inform, Form, and Transform 

The religious education model of “inform, form, and transform” (Regan 2002) has been used 

throughout the seminar curriculum.  Weeks One, Two, and Three of the seminar heavily focus on 

“informing” seminar participants of the basic components and building blocks of Christian 

discipleship and developing strengths.  Weeks Four, Five, and Six offer short reviews of the 

basics along with a few added pieces of information.  “Formation” opportunities are offered 

throughout the six weeks, as participants have opportunities to practice merging the basics of 

strengths and discipleship with their own personal talents.  Beginning opportunities for 

“transformation” are also found in the seminar as participants begin to set goals for themselves in 

their lives of discipleship; however, transformational learning and experiences require time and 

are lifelong.  Therefore, seminar facilitators need to ask and address the question, “What are the 

follow-on opportunities and additional resources available to seminar participants after the 

six-week seminar?”  (To learn more about “informing, forming, and transforming” in religious 

education see the book, Toward an Adult Church, by Jane Regan.) 

 

Your Dual Role:  Facilitator and Teacher 

As you lead this seminar, you have a dual role as the seminar teacher and facilitator:  You will be 

teaching your group about Christian discipleship and strengths development while also 

facilitating large group discussions and activities.   

The seminar curriculum will guide and assist you in planning and facilitating each weekly 

session.  Italicized words in the facilitator guide are instructions and insights to help you 

facilitate and plan the seminar.  Non-italicized words indicate words that you may choose to 

read word-for-word or summarize in your own words to explain the seminar concepts to your 

group.   

“Walking through” the curriculum a week before each session will give you an opportunity to 

become familiar with the session’s learning strategy, be aware of tasks to do ahead of time, and 

print handouts.  When planning for each weekly session, feel free to customize the seminar for 

your particular group, making notes in the seminar curriculum of any revisions to the material 

list and learning strategy.    

 

Seminar Length and Content 

The seminar content is best presented over the course of six weeks, in six two-hour sessions.  

Each two-hour seminar session gives seminar facilitators and participants ample time for small 

and large group discussions and activities.  Furthermore, the six weeks give participants time to 
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digest and reflect on the seminar material they are learning, fully engage in strengths 

development toward Christian discipleship, and form community.    

It is very important to make sure that all of the Strengths Philosophy and its building blocks 

are included in the seminar each week because each step in naming talents and developing 

strengths builds upon the previous step.  However, the seminar Discipleship components are 

more flexible.  Each week’s Discipleship content gives you options and suggestions; therefore, 

you chose how to present the Discipleship sections to best meet the needs of your particular 

seminar group.  When choosing the Discipleship content, consider your seminar group:  

• What do they already know about Christian discipleship? 

• Where are they in their lives of discipleship?   

• What opportunities do they have for discipleship conversations in the future?   

 

Small Groups  

Each of the six seminar sessions includes small group discussions.  The small groups become 

mini-communities within the larger seminar group.  The best small group size is four 

participants, who remain together throughout the six-week seminar.  The small groups are 

easily facilitated by one of the small group members.  When asking seminar participants to be 

Small Group Leaders, consider asking persons who have previous campus ministry or parish 

leadership experience or involvement with other small group discussion groups.   

 

Seminar Participant Materials 

There is list of seminar participant materials that you will need located in each week’s Materials 

section (under Learning Plan).  As you are planning for each week’s seminar session, you may 

need to modify the Materials list depending on your presentation style and the Discipleship 

content.    

Week One’s Materials list includes seminar participant folders or binders.  You will need to give 

each person a folder or three ring binder to hold the handouts which they will receive from you 

each week.  The intention is that the participants will bring their folders with the previous weeks’ 

handouts to each seminar session, because some of the handouts will be revisited over the course 

of the six-week seminar.  After the six-week seminar has concluded, seminar participants’ 

folders will be a tangible resource that they can use as they move forward in their lives of 

Christian discipleship and strengths development.  

The list of seminar handouts can be found in the Materials section and most the handouts you 

will need to print and give to your group are in the Appendix of this facilitator guide.  Handouts 

not included in this guide can be found online.  Website addresses for handouts found online are 

located next to their respective handout name in each week’s Materials section.  
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StrengthsFinder® Assessment 

Each seminar participant will need to take the online Clifton StrengthsFinder® talent assessment.  

It is highly recommended that you purchase the participants’ Clifton StrengthsFinder® talent 

assessment codes through the StrengthsQuestTM website so that each person’s personal 

assessment results will be available in conjunction with StrengthsQuestTM resources available on 

the StrengthsQuestTM website.  The StrengthsQuestTM website is designed for young adults and has 

valuable resources available to those with access to the site.  StrengthsQuestTM access codes for 

taking the Clifton StrengthsFinder® talent assessment, can be found at 

http://www.strengthsquest.com by clicking the Purchase link at the top of the page. 

When seminar participants take the talent assessment, they will receive their top five Clifton 

Signature Themes.  In the Talents in Christian Discipleship seminar curriculum, the Clifton 

Signature Themes are referred to as “Talent Themes.”     

It is best to give seminar participants their StrengthsFinder® codes at the end of the first 

seminar session (Week One), so that they take the StrengthsFinder® assessment between Week 

One and Week Two.  Taking StrengthsFinder® after Week One, gives participants a chance to 

first engage in the meaning of “talent,” which is a building block for naming talent.     

 

Seminar Evaluations 

Weekly Seminar Evaluation handouts are for seminar participants to complete at the end of each 

weekly session.  There is also a final six-week Seminar Evaluation, which participants fill out at 

the end of Week Six.  Seminar Evaluations have two important purposes:  to give evidence of 

participant learning and for participants to give the facilitator input about how to improve the 

seminar for future seminar groups.  Consider looking over each week’s Seminar Evaluation 

handout to customize it for your group, such as to reflect any modifications you have made to 

that particular week’s seminar learning strategy.  

 

Strengths Advising 

Although Strengths Advising is not required for the seminar, a person’s seminar experience is 

enhanced if they have the opportunity for one-on-one Strengths Advising.  Strengths Advising is 

the opportunity to meet one-on-one with a Strengths Advisor for two one-hour meetings, 

beginning in Week Four or Five of the seminar experience. 

 

 

   

 

 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths 

 

Week One:  Welcome to Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Desired Outcomes for Week One  

Main Understandings 

1. God creates human beings with human talents.  

2. StrengthsFinder® Philosophy is fueled by positive psychology. 

3. A talent is a way a person naturally thinks, feels, or behaves (Winseman 2008, 7).  

4. The results of the StrengthsFinder® Assessment gives each person five Talent Themes 

with which each person can begin to name his or her own talents. 

Common Misunderstandings 

1. Human nature is bad. 

2. Naming talents is not important. 

3. Being a disciple of Jesus Christ is only about me. 

4. A talent is intended to only benefit the person who has the talent. 

Big Questions 

1. What is Strengths Philosophy? 

2. What are gifts and talents? 

3. Are talents from God?   

4. What does human dignity have to do with talents? 

5. As a disciple of Jesus Christ, why do I need to name and invest in my talents? 

6. What is Christian discipleship? 

7. How can I name and share my talents? 

 

 

Week One Objectives  

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 
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Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Hear the Good News about Jesus Christ’s call for each person to be his disciple. (Core 

Knowledge) 

2. Know the definition of a talent. (Core Knowledge) 

3. Name some of their own God-given talents. (Understanding) 

4. Know that StrengthsFinder® is a tool, which will help them begin to name some of their 

own talents. (Core Knowledge) 

5. Complete the StrengthsFinder® Assessment. (Understanding) 

 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Articulate their talents by sharing their stories. 

b. Complete the online StrengthsFinder® Assessment.  

2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objective #1: Observation by facilitator of participants listening attentively to 

Discipleship piece(s). 

b. Objective #1:  Seminar participants returning next week with Discipleship 

Reflection handout completed. 

c. Objectives #1 and #2:  Specific question on Week One Seminar Evaluation. 

d. Objective #3: Observation by facilitator and Small Group Leaders of participants 

sharing in large and small groups about what they enjoy doing and what they are 

good at.  

e. Objective #3: Shared stories behind pictures seminar participants draw of what 

they enjoyed doing as children.   

f. Objective #5:  Seminar participant emails, containing each participant’s top five 

Talent Themes. (Participants will send email to the facilitator between Week One 

and Week Two.) 

g. Objective #4 and #5:  Participants will bring StrengthsFinder® highlighted report 

with them to Week Two. 
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Learning Plan  

Week One Materials 

Bible 

Pens 

Psalm 139 Prayer Cards (optional) 

Paper for Drawing 

Crayons  

Basket and Paper Numbers (if drawing numbers out a basket for prayer partners) 

 

Handouts: 

Each participant will need a Talents in Christian Discipleship Notebook or Folder (for the Six 

Weeks), containing the following handouts and materials: 

• StrengthsQuestTM Access Code  

o Each seminar participant will need their own code. 

o Codes can be purchased at the StrengthsQuestTM Website:  strengthsquest.com 

o The “Purchase” link is at the top of the StrengthsQuestTM webpage. 

• Seminar Facilitator and Small Group Leaders’ contact information  

• Paper for participants to exchange contact info OR a handout with Group Contact 

Information (How you share contact information will depend on your organization’s 

policy/procedures for sharing contact information.) 

• Week One Small Group Questions   

• Discipleship Reflection  

• Preparing for Week Two - StrengthsFinder® Instructions  

• Week One Seminar Evaluation  

  

http://www.strengthsquest.com/
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Week One Strategy (Time)  

Facilitator:  Prior to the first day, create Small Groups with a designated Small Group Leader.  

(See Introduction above for more about Small Groups.)    

____________ Welcome, Prayer, and Introduction to Talents 
(Time – 45 minutes) 
 

• Opening Prayer 

 

• Welcome Seminar Participants  

Welcome the group to the seminar. 

THEN say: 

Over the next Six Weeks, together we will learn about and discuss: 

o StrengthsFinder® and Strengths Philosophy 

o Step-by-step process of how to invest in our innate talents and develop strengths 

o The connection between our God-given talents and Christian discipleship 

Each week includes three focus areas: 

o The nuts and bolts of the Strengths Philosophy 

o How to invest in our talents personally and communally 

o Discipleship  

Today we will: 

o Get to know each other and learn more about this seminar 

o Begin to name some of our own God-given talents  

o Hear the Good News about Jesus Christ’s call for each person to be his disciple  

o Hear that the Holy Spirit empowers disciples to name and develop their gifts to be 

used in their lives of discipleship  

o Talk about how to complete the StrengthsFinder® Assessment 

 

Are there any questions? 

 

• Privacy and Safety Guidelines 

Go over any group privacy and safety guidelines that you would like the group to follow, 

such as keeping group members’ personal sharing within the seminar group.  

  

• Scripture 

o INVITE a seminar participant to read directly from the Bible, Psalm 139: 13-16 

(“…I praise you because I am beautifully made; your works are wonderful, I 

know that full well…”)  
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o THEN ask one of the following questions and give the group members some time 

to share their insights:     

▪ God created you uniquely and beautifully with purpose.  What does it 

mean for you to know that each person is “wonderfully made” in 

God’s image?                       

▪ OR… What words and phrases resonated with you and why? 

 

• Introduction to Talents through Drawing Activity 

The Drawing Activity not only helps seminar participants begin to articulate what they 

love to do, but it also helps them get to know each other and begin to feel that the 

seminar group is a comfortable and safe place in which to share their thoughts.   

Before Week One, look at the list of personal descriptors found below (e.g. your name, 

where you are from…) and adapt for your specific group. 

Guide participants through the following activity and questions: 

o READ slowly to the group: Think back to a time before you were 12 years old.  

Think of something that you enjoyed doing and that you felt you did well.  

Maybe… it was something you did where time flew by when you were doing it.  

Maybe … it was something you did which came naturally to you.  Possibly… 

after you experienced doing this, it was something that you wanted to do again.  

And perhaps … you still think about what you did, because it is something that 

you feel good about. Give the group a few minutes to think and reflect. 

o AFTER a few minutes, pass out paper and crayons.  Then say to the group: No 

worries if you are not an artist – I won’t be giving any awards for art work. ☺  I 

invite you to draw a picture somehow illustrating the “something” that you did 

before you were twelve.  We will spend about five minutes drawing the pictures. 

o AFTER five minutes of drawing time, call the everyone back to the Large Group 

in a circle formation. (If the Large Group is more than 15 people, you may want 

to divide the Large Group into two groups.)   

o SAY:  I invite you to hold up your pictures. (Pause a few moments to give 

everyone time to glance at the pictures around the circle.)   

o THEN say:  Thanks for sharing these!  Now we’re going to go around the circle, 

and I invite you to tell the group a little about yourself, including:  

 Your name 

 Where you are from (if applicable) 

 A little about your family 

 What type of work you do (paid or volunteer)  

 What you are studying in school (if applicable) 

 And briefly tell the story that goes with your picture.  

o Simply say “thank you” after each person shares. 

Note: It is best not to comment about what each person shares with the group at this 

time, because you want to allow enough time for each person to be able to share.  

Furthermore, some group members may feel uncomfortable with comments in front of 
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the Large Group, especially early on in this seminar.  As you get to know the seminar 

participants and the dynamics of the group over the next six weeks, you may choose 

to have more of a “back-and-forth” conversation as group members share. 

 

____________ Small Group Questions  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

Break into groups of four and share responses to the Week One Small Group Questions 

handout.  Tell the Small Group Leaders to ask the first two questions together and give each 

person a chance to answer.  After everyone has had a chance to answer the first two questions, 

then ask the third question. 

• What are your favorite things to do:  At school? At home? With friends? 

• Have you ever lost track of time during an activity?  Which one(s)? 

• How do you think “knowing what you are naturally good at” relates to your faith?  

 

____________ Discipleship:  Disciples are Called (Large Group) 
 (Time – 30 minutes) 
 

When presenting Discipleship content each week, consider the seminar group as a whole: what 

do they know about discipleship, where are they in their lives of discipleship, and what 

opportunities do they have for discipleship conversations in the future? You may choose to 

modify the Discipleship sections for the seminar, depending on the needs of the group you serve.  

The following activities are one possible strategy for today’s Discipleship component: 

• Witness Talk 

o A week before the seminar, ask a seminar group member to prepare a Witness 

Talk for Week One. 

▪ The person giving the Witness Talk will share a prepared personal story 

and scripture reading with the group. 

▪ This person might be another facilitator or a Small Group Leader who has 

had some previous experience with Witness Talks. 

▪ Give this person verbal and written instructions.  The Witness Talk 

Format and Instructions handout is located in the Appendix in the 

Seminar Handouts section.  

▪ Check-in with this person a day or two before the seminar and ask if he or 

she is still comfortable with giving the Witness Talk. 

o Today:  

▪ INTRODUCE the person giving the Witness Talk who will share a 

personal story about Christ’s love and call to discipleship.  

▪ AFTER the witness talk, say to the person who gave the witness talk: 

Thank you, __________, for sharing your discipleship story with us!  
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▪ THEN say to the group: 

• What did you learn about discipleship from ____________’s 

story?   

• What words can you think of that describe discipleship? 

• Discipleship Calls 

o God loves the human race and each human person so much that he sent his only 

Son to live among us.  In the Gospel readings, we learn about discipleship and our 

call to follow and learn from Jesus Christ.  

 

o Christian disciples are each called to be a:   

▪ Follower 

▪ Witness  

▪ Worshipper 

▪ Forgiver 

▪ Prophet 

▪ Neighbor 

▪ Steward    (Cahalan 2010, 5) 

 

o Pass out the Discipleship Reflection handout which briefly explains each of these 

calls and includes reflection questions about discipleship.   

 

o Please take some time this week to reflect on the words and questions in this 

Discipleship Reflection handout. There may also be other words that you use to 

describe who Christian disciples are and what Christian disciples are called to be; 

if you would like, you can add those words to your reflection handout. 

    

• READ or SAY in your own words: God loves you and blesses you with talents and gifts, 

and the Holy Spirit empowers and equips you to name and invest in your God-given 

talents as you live out your life as a Christian disciple.  Each week, we will talk more 

about discipleship and as we learn more about our personal talents and the talents of 

others, you will discover that your talents and gifts can also give you new insights into 

the ways in which Jesus Christ is calling you to be his disciple.   

  

____________ Introduction to Strengths (Large Group) 
(Time – 10 minutes) 
 

Before we leave today, I am going to tell you how to take the StrengthsFinder® Assessment.  But 

before I do that, let me give you a little history about how StrengthsFinder® came about and its 

purpose. 
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Dr. Clifton was a professor of psychology and is often referred to as the “Father of Positive 

Psychology.”  Until about forty years ago, psychology focused a lot of energy on what was 

“wrong” with people; however, Dr. Clifton instead focused on what was “right” with people and 

what people naturally do well.  In his research, he interviewed many people, asking them 

questions about what they liked doing, when they were happiest, and when they were most 

successful in what they were doing.  He found out that people were happiest when they were 

doing what they were naturally good at.  

People are born with natural talents and have an innate desire to use those talents.  Dr. Clifton 

defined talents as the way one naturally thinks, feels, or behaves: “Talents are naturally 

recurring patterns of thought, feeling, or behavior that can be productively applied.  … [T]alents 

naturally exist within you and cannot be acquired.  They are your inborn predispositions.  They 

are the things that you do instinctively and that naturally give you satisfaction.  Your 

spontaneous, top-of-mind reactions to the situations you encounter are the best indicators of your 

talents” (Winseman 2008, 7).   And people are the most happy, fulfilled, and successful when 

they can invest in their talents in order to best use their talents in all aspects of their lives.   

Dr. Clifton and his colleagues developed the StrengthsFinder® Assessment to help each person 

name their talents.  After much interviewing and reviewing of data, Dr. Clifton and his 

colleagues named 34 Talent Themes (Signature Themes).  Talent Themes are groupings or 

categories of talents.   

This week you will have the opportunity to take StrengthsFinder®.  After you complete 

StrengthsFinder®, you will be given your StrengthsFinder® Report, which will list your top five 

Talent Themes, along with a paragraph describing each of your Talent Themes.  You can then 

look carefully at these descriptive paragraphs and select the words and phrases that best describe 

you within these paragraphs.  Your top five Talent Themes give you a place to start thinking 

about your own unique talents.  In addition, now and throughout your lifetime, there may be 

additional words and phrases that you will add to these descriptions to better describe your 

unique talents within each your top five Talent Themes.  

It is important to know two things about Strengths Philosophy.  First, the StrengthsFinder® 

Assessment is a “tool,” which doesn’t necessarily tell you what your strengths are, but it does 

give you a starting point in which to be able to name your talents, so that you can then invest in 

your talents toward developing strengths.  Next week, we will focus on naming our talents.  Then 

in Weeks Three through Six, we will learn what the word “strength” means (within the 

StrengthsFinder® Philosophy) and also how to develop a talent into a strength.   

The second thing to keep in mind is that the Strengths Philosophy focuses on how you uniquely 

and naturally think, feel, and behave, and your natural potential to do well.  Strengths Philosophy 

does not focus on what you do not naturally do well which are often called one’s weaknesses.  In 

the upcoming weeks we will talk more about why it is more important to focus on what we do 

well instead of on our weaknesses. 

Do you have any questions before I move on to explaining how to take StrengthsFinder®? 
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____________ Wrap-up and Closing Prayer  
(Time – 20 minutes) 
  

• StrengthsFinder® Assessment and Preparing for Next Week 

o EXPLAIN how to take the StrengthsFinder® assessment: 

▪ Please take StrengthsFinder® tonight or tomorrow 

▪ You will need 45 minutes of quiet time with no distractions 

▪ The questions are actually two statements…  (Facilitator:  See the 

example at the end of Week One’s curriculum.  Show the group how the 

questions are formatted by showing the example of the two statements and 

five bubbles between the statements on a white board or paper.  The 

example will also help you to explain the different scenarios that influence 

which bubble to mark.)   

▪ Don’t think too long…give your first “gut” response… 

▪ However, if you run out of time for one or two questions, and the 

assessment moves on to the next question before you answer the question, 

that’s ok...no worries. 

o EXPLAIN what to do after taking the StrengthsFinder® assessment: 

▪ After you complete StrengthsFinder®, email your top five Talent Themes 

to me and to your prayer partner – I will let you know more about your 

prayer partner in just a minute.  (Seminar participants send their top five 

Talent Themes to their prayer partner as soon as they take 

StrengthsFinder®. They hold each other accountable, and it also gives 

seminar participants a chance to begin to develop connections with each 

other.) 

▪ After you email your top five, then print out your “Top Five Signature 

(Talent) Themes Report.” 

• Look over your report and highlight words or phrases that describe 

you.  As you are highlighting your report, keep in mind that not all 

the words and phrases will describe you.  

• Bring your highlighted report with you when you come to the 

seminar next week (Week Two). 

▪ Do you have any questions? 

 

• Prayer Partners  

o Before Week One, decide how you will form prayer partners. Here are some 

suggestions: 

▪ Consider intentionally matching each seminar participant with a person 

whom he or she does not know well, because prayer partner activities may 

be a good opportunity for participants to get to know someone new.   
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▪ Another option is to randomly assign prayer partners, such as using a 

basket filled with paper numbers. For example, if you have 10 group 

members, you will need ten slips of paper.  Write the number “1” on two 

slips of paper, the number “2” on two slips of paper, and so on through 

number 5, so that there will be five sets of matching numbers.  Then let 

each person choose a number out of the basket. 

o On the First Day of the Seminar 

▪ EXPLAIN to the group in your own words that they will each have a 

prayer partner for the six-week seminar experience.   

▪ THEN say:  I encourage you to pray for your prayer partner each day.  In 

addition, over the next few weeks, you and your prayer partner will a have 

some very short tasks to do together.   

▪ Once each person knows his or her prayer partner’s name, then have the 

prayer partners exchange contact information with each other. 

 

• Ask the group to pull out Preparing for Week Two from their folders and briefly go 

over the handout with them. 

 

• Ask the group to pull out the Week One Seminar Evaluation handout from their folders 

and give them about 5 minutes to complete the evaluation handout before the closing 

prayer. 

 

• Closing Prayer  

o Encourage the group to pray for themselves and each other this week: Pray that 

your eyes will be open to how God has created each person uniquely and 

beautifully with purpose.  

o Lead a closing prayer. 
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Facilitator Resource: StrengthsFinder® Statement/Question Examples 

 

 

 

 

(Examples from Clifton StrengthsFinder®) 

 

 

A simpler example: 

I like to swim.        I like to play team sports. 
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths  

 

Week Two: Naming Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Desired Outcomes for Week Two 

Main Understandings 

1. Each person is called to identify his or her God-given gifts, including talents. 

2. Jesus Christ’s disciples have common calls to be witnesses and followers of Jesus, 

worshippers of God, responsible stewards of God’s gifts, loving neighbors, forgivers, 

and prophets. (More information about these common calls can be found in Introducing 

the Practice of Ministry, by Kathleen Cahalan.)  

3. The Holy Spirit empowers disciples to know and develop themselves (personally and 

communally) enabling disciples to better live out their calls in Christian discipleship.   

Common Misunderstandings 

1. I am called to be a disciple only while I am at church.  

2. StrengthsFinder® assessment will tell me my strengths. 

3. A Talent Theme is a strength.  

Big Questions   

1. What does my “top five” mean? 

2. How can naming my talents help me to grow in understanding my call to be a disciple of 

Jesus Christ? 

3. What is Christian discipleship?  

 

Week Two Objectives   

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 

 

Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Name some of their own talents related to their own top five Talent Themes. 

(Understanding) 
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2. Hear that disciples are called and empowered by the Holy Spirit to name, develop, and 

share their gifts in their lives of discipleship. (Understanding) 

3. Begin to name ways that they use their talents (what they are naturally good at) in their 

lives of discipleship. (Understanding) 

4. Name elements of Christian discipleship. (Core Knowledge) 

5. Begin to realize that their large and small seminar groups are communities in which they 

can explore their talents and invest in their talents toward developing strengths and in 

Christian discipleship. (Understanding) 

 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Articulate their talents by describing their talents within their Talent Themes. 

b. Discuss talent and discipleship connections. 

2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objective #1:  The talents that the seminar participants highlighted in their own 

StrengthsFinder® Report.  

b. Objective #1: Facilitator will ask Small Group Leaders if seminar participants in 

their particular group were able to name some of their own talents within their top 

five Talent Themes. 

c. Objective #2:  Facilitator will hear group members’ responses to group questions 

about Holy Spirit working in their lives of discipleship.  

d. Objective #3 and #4: Verbal responses to questions from the Discipleship 

Reflection handout.  

e. Objective #5:  Small Group Leaders note if seminar participants are feeling 

comfortable in their Small Group.  Also ask seminar participants in the Week 

Two Seminar Evaluation handout how they are feeling about being a member of 

their Small Group. 

f. Objectives #1, #3, and #4: Responses on Week Two Seminar Evaluation 

handout.  
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Learning Plan for Week Two 

Week Two Materials 

Bible 

Pens 

Psalm 139 Prayer Cards (optional) 

Highlighters 

Markers 

Nametag Materials: Nametags and Fine Markers  

 Nametag Instructions: 

• Nametags need to have room for the seminar participant’s first name and top five 

Talent Themes. 

• Nametags can be inexpensive nametags that have sticky backings (seminar 

participants will need to remake their nametags each week) or more expensive 

long-term nametags can be used that have pins, clips, or a lanyard.  

Tabletop Name Card Materials: Cardstock and Markers 

Tabletop Name Card Instructions:  

• Make your (facilitator) Tabletop Name Card ahead of time and use it as an 

example.  

• Have each person fold a sheet of cardstock in half or in thirds to make the 

Tabletop Name Card stand upright on the table. It will look like a triangular tent. 

• Once seminar participants see how the card stands upright on the table, they will 

see that the card has two sides: a front and a back.   

• Have them write their first name and their top five Talent Themes on both the 

front and back views: 

o On the front of the card so that others can see their name and themes. 

o On the back of the card so that they can see own themes which will help 

them to remember and learn their themes. 

• Remind the group to bring their Tabletop Name Card each week. 

Paper and Crayons (if using today’s Discipleship Activity) 

Handouts: 

• Talent Theme Reflection Questions  

• Holding Up the Mirror Activity Card (Suggestion: print on colored cardstock) 
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• Week Two Seminar Evaluation  

• Week Two Prayer Partner Activity Card (Suggestion: print on colored cardstock) 

• StrengthsQuestTM Handout (optional):  

o StrengthsQuest® Resources and Activities can be found at 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx .   

o At the above StrengthsQuest® website, click “Curriculum and Activities” tab, and 

then look for “Strengths Activity Workbook” for the following handout: 

▪ “Exploring My Signature Themes” (page 14)  

 

Week Two Strategy (Time)  

____________ Prayer and Introduce the Day 
(Time – 10 minutes) 

 

• Introduce the Day 

o Today, we will build on what we learned last week by: 

▪ Talking more about the definition of a talent. 

▪ Learning how to use our top five Talent Themes from the 

StrengthsFinder® assessment tool. 

▪ Naming some of our own personal talents related to our own top five 

themes.  

▪ Hearing that disciples are called and empowered to name, develop, and 

share their gifts in their lives of discipleship.  

▪ Describing Christian discipleship and naming ways that we use our talents 

(what we are naturally good at) in our lives of discipleship.  

o Then next week, we will build on what we learn about talents this week in order 

to know how to invest in our named talents toward developing strengths.  Are 

there any questions? 

  

• Opening Prayer and Scripture 

Today, seminar participants have the opportunity to reflect on the same scripture reading 

from Week One in light of a new question.  

INVITE a participant to read (from the Bible or Prayer Card) Psalm 139: 13-16 (… I 

praise you because I am beautifully made; your works are wonderful, I know that full 

well…).  

THEN say: 

o God created you uniquely and beautifully with purpose!   

o So what does it mean for you that you are uniquely created? 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx
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____________ Continuation of Last Week’s Introduction to Strengths Philosophy  
(Time – 10 minutes) 
 

ASK the Large Group:  Do you have any questions about Dr. Clifton, positive psychology, or 

the development of the strengths philosophy that I told you about last week?  Give the 

group a chance to ask questions before moving on.  

All talents are gifts from God!  God creates each person uniquely and distinctly with gifts and 

talents to develop, use, and share with others. The first step of investing in your God-given 

talents toward strengths is to be able to name your talents.  This week, you will continue 

naming your talents by learning about and using language from your top five Talent Themes.   

Each of your top five Talent Themes describes a “grouping” of talents.  There are many words 

and phrases that can be used to describe the many talents within each of these themes.  Your 

StrengthsFinder® Report gives you some words and phrases that describe talents within each of 

your top themes; however, not all of the words and phrases in your report may describe you and 

your talents exactly.  That’s why it is important for you to “sort through” your report in order to 

specifically name your talents. 

Your specific talents within each of your top five Talent Themes are unique to you.  For 

example, you may have talents within the Communication™ Theme, and someone sitting next to 

you might also have talents in the Communication™ Theme; however, your talents are probably 

not exactly the same as the talents of the person next to you.    

Keep in mind that the purpose of knowing your top five Talent Themes is not to put you in a 

“Talent Theme box” where everyone in the particular Talent Theme “box” is “exactly” like you.  

Instead, a Talent Theme’s purpose is to give you a “starting place” in which you can begin to 

name your own unique talents.  And as we learn about all of our own top five Talent Themes in 

the upcoming weeks, we will also begin to see how each of our individual talents from our 

different top Talent Themes influence each other. 

There are a total of 34 Talent Themes named by StrengthsFinder®.  Here are some statistics about 

those Talent Themes: 

[Y]our chances of meeting someone with the same [top five Talent Themes], regardless of order, 

are less than 1 in 275,000.  And as incredible as it may seem, there is only a 1 in 33 million 

chance that you will meet someone whose [Talent] Themes… match yours and are in the same 

order.  Now that’s unique!” (Winseman 2008, 63-64). 

Does anyone have any thoughts to share about these statistics?   

GIVE the group time to share their comments.   

THEN summarize the group’s collective comments and say:  Each person is created by God to be 

“one–of-a-kind” with purpose.   
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____________ Top Five Introduction (Large Group) 
(Time – 40 minutes) 
 

• A big part of the strengths development process is learning about yourself including your 

talents (how you naturally think, feel, and behave), figuring out how you already use your 

talents in your daily life, and how to further invest in your talents.  We are going to spend 

the next thirty minutes thinking about our talents through the lenses of our top five Talent 

Themes.  

o Pass out Tabletop Name Cards and Nametag supplies.  Give the group verbal 

instructions (found in the above Materials list) about how to make their own 

Tabletop Name Cards and Nametags.  The group will need about ten minutes to 

complete this activity.   

o After the group finishes their Name Cards and Nametags, SAY:  Pull out your 

StrengthsFinder® Signature (Talent) Theme Report, in which you have 

highlighted words, phrases, and/or sentences that remind you of you.  What you 

have highlighted indicates your more specific talents within each Talent Theme.  

(Have highlighters on hand in case some of the seminar participants have not 

highlighted their report.) 

o Pass out the Talent Theme Reflection Questions handout to the group and give 

them about five minutes to look over the handout questions. 

 

• After five minutes of reflection time, tell the group to move into their Small Groups.   

o Ask the Small Group Leaders to invite each person to share their top five Talent 

Themes and their responses to questions from the Talent Theme Reflection 

Questions handout with their Small Group.  

o After seminar participants have had the opportunity to share their responses with 

their Small Groups, tell them that they will have time during next week’s session 

to share more of their responses to these questions – encourage them to think 

more about these questions between now and next week.   

 

____________ Discipleship:  Responding to Discipleship Calls (Large and/or Small Groups) 
 (Time – 25 minutes) 
 

When presenting Discipleship content each week, consider the seminar group as a whole: what 

do they know about discipleship, where are they in their lives of discipleship, and what 

opportunities do they have for discipleship conversations in the future?  

 

Below are three Discipleship activity and reflection suggestions to consider; however, you will 

not have time to share all of these activities, questions, and reflections with your group.  The 

intention for these different suggestions is to give you some latitude in choosing what best meets 

the needs of your group.    
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• Discipleship Reflection (continued from last week) 

Small or Large Group Format - You may want to do the following activity in Small 

Groups – depending on your seminar group size, how well seminar participants already 

know each other, and their Christian discipleship backgrounds/experiences. 

o SAY to the group:  Pull out your Discipleship Reflection handout from last week. 

▪ THEN invite volunteers to share their responses to the following questions 

with the group.  

• Using words from the above discipleship description and/or 

your own words, describe what discipleship means to you. 

• Think of one way that you now carry out your call as Jesus’ 

disciple.   

▪ Consider adding other questions to the Discipleship Reflection handout 

for the group to reflect on this coming week.  

o INVITE a person to read 1 Corinthians 12:4-11  

▪ THEN ask and give the group time to respond to each of the following 

questions: 

• What are your thoughts about the connection of your gifts and 

talents to the Holy Spirit? 

• What does it mean for you to experience the Holy Spirit 

empowering you in your life of discipleship?   

▪ AFTER the group has had a chance to share their thoughts, then say: God 

loves you!  God also blesses you with talents and gifts. Your talents and 

gifts can give you insights into the ways in which Jesus Christ is calling 

you to follow him.   

• Witness Talk   

o See Week One’s Instructions for the Witness Talk.  Also see the Witness Talk 

Format and Instructions handout located in the Appendix Seminar Handout 

section. 

o AFTER the witness talk, say:  

▪ Thank you, __________, for sharing your discipleship story with us!  

o ASK the group: 

▪ What did you learn about discipleship from ____________’s story? 

▪ What words can you think of that describe discipleship? 

• Drawing Activity  

o Pass out paper and crayons to the group. 

▪ SAY:  Draw a picture that reflects a way in which you have experienced 

God’s love and call to discipleship in your life thus far. 

▪ AFTER five minutes, invite each person to share their drawing and 

reflection with the group.   
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o OR INVITE seminar participants to write a story, poem, or a few lines about how 

they have experienced God’s love and call to Christian discipleship.  You could 

ask the group to do this this activity between Week Two and Week Three’s 

sessions. 

 

____________ Learning about Others’ Talents and Barrier Labels (Large Group)  
(Time – 5 minutes) 
 

Before you meet with your seminar group today, think of a personal example of how you have 

used a barrier label in the past or how one of your talents has been negatively labeled by 

someone else. Be ready to share this example with the group after you talk about the definition of 

a barrier label below. 

• It’s important to learn about your own talents; however, it’s also important to learn about 

the talents of others.  As we have already talked about, we are called to know that each 

person is uniquely and beautifully created by God.  God has also created each of us to be 

in relationship with others.  When we can understand each other’s talents and how they 

complement our own talents, it increases our ability to work together.  

• Knowing and understanding each other’s talents also lessons the risk of us choosing to 

use barrier labels with one another.  A barrier label is a negative label or way a person 

perceives or describes another person’s behavior.  For example, someone with a talent in 

the: 

o Communication™ Talent Theme may be called a chatterbox. 

o Command™ Talent Theme may be called bossy. 

o Ideation™ Talent Theme may be called impractical. 
Clifton StrengthsFinder® Theme names, such as Communication, 

Command, and Ideation, are trademarks of Gallup, Inc. 

• Share your barrier label example with the group. 

 

 

 

____________ Others’ Talents Activity (Large Group)  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

Others’ Talents Activity will be repeated in the upcoming seminar weeks so that seminar 

participants have opportunities to develop skills in articulating their own unique talents and 

asking good questions of others to learn about others’ unique talents.  Others’ Talents Activity 

also gives participants some necessary “first steps” toward understanding that sharing talents 

and developing strengths in community enable Christian disciples to effectively work together in 

serving those in need and carrying out the evangelizing mission of the Church.    

Be sure to give the group plenty of time for this activity.  Each person needs to wear their 

nametag or carry their Name Card.  They will be moving around the room while they talk one-
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on-one with each other.  It is optimal if participants can talk one-on-one with more than one 

person during this activity.  Halfway through the activity, you may choose to alert the group to 

talk with a new person if they have not already done so. 

SAY: Talking with one person at a time, ask others about one of their top five Talent Themes that 

is not one of your top Talent Themes, and ask them to tell you about the theme and some 

examples of talents that they have which are connected to that theme. 

   

____________ Wrap-up and Closing Prayer 
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• Wrap-up  

o Pass out and explain this week’s Prayer Partner Activity Cards: Get together 

with your prayer partner this week and share with your prayer partner a brief 

description of some of your talents from one of your top five themes and how you 

naturally use those talents in your life, such as at work and/or at school, with your 

family, in your community, etc.   

o After you have shared about your talents connected to one of your themes, then 

listen to your prayer partner share about his or her talents. 

o Pass out Holding Up the Mirror Activity Cards and explain the activity from 

the instructions on the cards.  

o (Optional) Pass out and ask the group to complete the following 

StrengthsQuestTM Handout and bring it with them next week: “Exploring My 

Signature Themes”. 

o Pass out Week Two Seminar Evaluation and give seminar participants about 

five minutes to complete the Evaluation handout before the closing prayer. 

 

• Closing Prayer 

o Lead Closing Prayer (or ask another seminar member to lead prayer). 

o Remind the group to pray for themselves and each other this week.   

o Encourage the group to: Pray that your eyes will be open to how God has created 

you with purpose. 
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths  

 

Week Three:  

     Developing and Using Strengths in Christian Discipleship 
 

Desired Outcomes for Week Three 

Main Understandings 

1. Investing in talents is about developing strengths.  

2. There are various building blocks that are needed to invest in a talent and develop a 

strength. 

3. There are many different ways disciples share their talents and strengths, personally and 

communally, in their lives of discipleship. 

4. Building on one’s natural dominant talents is more productive than focusing on fixing 

one’s weaknesses. 

Common Misunderstandings  

1. Talents are the same thing as strengths. 

2. There is only one way to develop strengths.  

3. People need to focus on and fix their weaknesses. 

4. Christian discipleship only happens at church or in campus ministry. 

Big Questions   

1. What about my weaknesses?  

2. What’s the difference between a talent and a strength?   

3. What do I need to do to invest in my talents?  

4. How can developing my strengths help me to grow to better understand my call to be a 

disciple of Jesus Christ?  

 

Week Three Objectives   

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 
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Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Continue naming some of their own talents related to their own top five Talent Themes. 

(Understanding)  

2. Summarize the basic building blocks of Strengths Philosophy, including Positive 

Psychology and Strengths Vocabulary.  (Core Knowledge) 

3. Compare what it feels like to do something they are naturally good at with something 

they are not naturally good at.  (Understanding) 

4. Hear that each person’s unique talents are important to the Christian community.  (Core 

Knowledge) 

5. Name ways that they uniquely use their talents (what they are naturally good at) in their 

lives of discipleship.  (Understanding) 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Continue to articulate their talents by describing their talents within their Talent 

Themes and start naming particular skills and knowledge to invest into their 

talents.  

b. Reflect on what it feels like to do something they are not naturally good at.   

c. Listen to each other’s descriptions of their talents and each other’s stories about 

personal discipleship and talents.  

2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objective #1: Facilitator will ask Small Group Leaders whether seminar 

participants in their Small Group were able to name some talents within their top 

five Talent Themes.  

b. Objective #2: Written responses to Talents, Knowledge, Skills handout and 

StrengthsQuestTM Handouts, which seminar participants will further work on 

between Weeks Three and Four. 

c. Objective #3: Handwriting Activity results (time, completion, accuracy, and 

verbal explanation of how the exercise felt). 

d. Objective #4:  Small Group Leaders will listen to each person share ways in 

which they use their talents and strengths in their lives of Christian discipleship. 

e. Objective #5: Verbal responses to reflection questions about Christian 

discipleship.  (Facilitator may choose to give seminar participants more reflection 

questions to be taken home for further reflection and opportunity to be shared 

with the seminar group in Weeks Four, Five, and/or Six.)   

f. Objectives #1, #2, #3, and #5: Responses on Week Three Seminar Evaluation. 
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Learning Plan 

Week Three Materials  

Bible 

Pens 

Dry erase board or poster board  

OR Create a Strengths Building Blocks Power Point Presentation 

Markers 

Handouts: 

• Handwriting Activity  

• Week Three Small Group Activity and Questions  

• Talents, Knowledge, Skills  

• Talents and Strengths Equations  

• StrengthsQuestTM Handouts:  

o StrengthsQuestTM Resources and Activities can be found at 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx .   

o At the above StrengthsQuestTM website, click “Curriculum and Activities” tab, and 

then look for “Strengths Activity Workbook” for the following handouts: 

▪ “Talent, Theme, and Strength” (page 7) 

▪ “Talent, Knowledge, or Skill?” (page 35) 

▪  “Realizing My Potential” (page 36) 

▪ Other StrengthsQuestTM Handouts (optional): Consider looking through 

other StrengthsQuestTM materials and choose other activities or handouts 

that would best meet your group’s needs.   

• Week Three Seminar Evaluation  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx
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Week Three Strategy (Time) 

____________ Prayer and Introduce the Day 
(Time – 15 minutes) 

 

• Opening Prayer and Scripture 

o As you listen to the following scripture reading from 1 Corinthians, think about 

words or phrases that resonate with you: 

 

“If I speak in human and angelic tongues but do not have love, I am a 

resounding gong or a clashing cymbal. And if I have the gift of prophecy and 

comprehend all mysteries and all knowledge; if I have all faith so as to move 

mountains but do not have love, I am nothing. If I give away everything I 

own, and if I hand my body over so that I may boast but do not have love, I 

gain nothing. Love is patient, love is kind. It is not jealous, [love] is not 

pompous, it is not inflated, it is not rude, it does not seek its own interests, it is 

not quick-tempered, it does not brood over injury, it does not rejoice over 

wrongdoing but rejoices with the truth. It bears all things, believes all things, 

hopes all things, endures all things. … So faith, hope, love remain, these three; 

but the greatest of these is love” (1 Cor 13:1-7, 13 [NABRE]). 

 

o THEN ask the group the following questions, giving the group time to respond:  

▪ What words or phrases resonated with you? 

▪ Why do you think I chose this scripture?  (Participants will get this!) 

 

• Introduce the Day 

o Summarize what the group did last week: 

▪ We named some of our talents that are related to our top five Talent 

Themes. 

▪ We talked more about Christian discipleship and Strengths Philosophy. 

o Summarize what the group will do today: 

▪ Continue to name some of our own talents related to our own top five 

Talent Themes.  

▪ Summarize the basic building blocks of Strengths Philosophy.  

▪ Compare what it feels like to do something you are naturally good at 

with something you are not naturally good at.  

▪ Hear how each person’s unique gifts are important to the life of the 

Christian community.    

▪ Name ways that you uniquely use your talents (what you are naturally 

good at) in your life of discipleship.  
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____________ Focus on Talents, Not Weaknesses  
(Time – 20 minutes) 
 

• Handwriting Activity  

o Pass out the Handwriting Activity handout. 

o SAY: Sign your name five times on the lines in the first column.   

o Watch the clock and note the time it took for the group to finish.   

o THEN say to the group: Put your pen in your other hand, and sign your name five 

times in the second column.   

o GIVE the group the same amount of time for the second column as they had for 

the first column, and TELL the group when to lay down their pens.  

o ASK the group (after they lay down their pens): 

▪ What did it feel like to sign your name with your dominant hand? 

▪ What words or feelings describe signing your name with your non-

dominant hand?  

 

• Using Dominant Talents 

o Writing with your non-dominate hand is like trying to build upon a natural 

weakness, and it can feel awkward, clumsy, and frustrating!  You could get better 

if you practiced writing with your non-dominate hand, but it would take a long 

time.  On the other hand, improving your handwriting with your dominate hand 

would be less frustrating and you would see improvement a lot faster.     

o Instead of investing in areas where you do not have dominant talents, think about 

focusing on your natural dominant talents.  You will be happier and more 

productive building on your talents and focusing on what comes naturally to you.   

o Often times our culture (maybe describe the culture you are talking about: United 

States, school, business, or other) influences people to focus on and build upon 

their weaknesses instead of their talents.  Although it is good to be aware of our 

weaknesses, it is important to focus our energy on investing in our natural 

dominant talents toward developing strengths.  

 

• Small or Large Group Question  

Decide whether small groups or the large group is best for members of your seminar 

group to share their responses to the question below.   

o Take minute of silence to think about the following question:  Can you think of an 

example where you have had to do something and felt frustrated or awkward 

doing it?   

o AFTER the group has had a minute to think about the question, then ask for 

volunteers to share their personal example with the Large Group, or if in Small 

Groups, invite each person to share their example. 
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____________ Talents, Knowledge, Skills (Begin in Large Group) 
(Time – 40 minutes) 
 

It is important that each person understands the basic components of naming a talent and then 

developing a strength.  Outcomes from the activities at the end of this section will convey to you 

if your group members understand.  If they do not understand, spend more time on this topic 

today and next week. 

• What exactly is a strength?  A strength begins with raw talent which is then “invested in” 

so that a person’s particular talent becomes something he or she can use well.  

• In order to understand how to invest in raw talent, let’s start with StrengthsFinder® 

Philosophy’s basic building blocks which include… (Put the following bold words and 

phrases on a white board or poster board OR create and use a power point presentation.) 

o Positive Psychology 

o Talent + Skills + Knowledge = Strength (Rath 2007, 18-20) 

▪ Think about rocks, such as granite, that are used for things like 

countertops, floors, and columns in buildings. Talents are like granite in 

the rough, right after the granite has been pulled from a quarry.  On the 

other hand, strengths are like granite that has been polished to a brilliant 

shine, which is beautiful and can be used in buildings.  So how can we 

“polish” our raw talents?  (You could also use a “diamond in the rough” 

example.)  When we combine knowledge and skills with our natural talent 

we develop strengths.    

▪ There are two kinds of knowledge.   

• The first kind is factual knowledge.  For example, if you have 

taken a foreign language, you had to learn and memorize 

vocabulary in order to speak the language.  Another example… in 

order for sales people to sell their products, they have to learn their 

products’ features.  Even if a person has the “natural talent of 

influencing others to buy products,” if she doesn’t have knowledge 

about her product she will have a difficult time selling her product. 

• The other type of knowledge is experiential knowledge.  For 

example, someone who has a talent for learning and an interest in 

speaking new languages decides to learn to speak French.  He 

learns not only factual knowledge of French, such as the 

vocabulary, but he also chooses to speak French often with people 

who fluently speak French.  Over time, as he has more and more 

experience speaking French with others, he will probably learn to 

speak French well – a strength.  Let’s take this example step 

further…  Through his experience of learning French, he has also 

invested in his “natural talent of learning” toward a “learning new 
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languages strength” which he can use if he chooses to learn other 

new languages in the future.   

▪ Skills are another way to “polish” raw talent.  For example, the 

salesperson, who I talked about earlier, can learn a step-by-step process 

about how to best advertise and promote her product.  When she develops 

and practices her advertising skills, she is investing in her “natural talent 

of influencing others” in order to develop a “strength of being an 

influential salesperson.”   

o Another way to understand the building blocks of strengths is  

 

Talent x Investment = Strength (Rath 2007, 18-20)   

 

▪ Investment here includes 

• Acquiring knowledge  

• Developing skills   

• Practice   

▪ When we acquire specific knowledge and develop skills building upon one 

of our dominant or top talents and practice using this talent along with our 

acquired skills and knowledge, we invest in this talent and are in the 

process of developing a strength. 

▪ If the talent we are investing in is a dominant talent, like a talent from one 

of our top five Talent Themes, the easier it will be to build on that talent 

and develop a strength. 

▪ Help your group understand the value of investing in dominant talents 

verses lesser talents by using the above equation and giving the talent 

component different values while keeping the investment component 

constant.  This process is explained in the book, StrengthsFinder 2.0, by 

Tom Rath. 

  

• Is there anything else that might help us invest in our natural talents toward 

developing strengths?  (Seminar participants might say “Holy Spirit,” “love,” or 

“grace.”  Spend a few minutes talking about how God continually empowers each person 

to grow and develop.) 

 

• THEN (Facilitator or a Small Group Leader) give a concrete personal example of 

investing in talents.  (For example, “I have talents in the Communication™ Theme:  I 

naturally have something to say and like to talk.  I have invested in my natural talent of 

feeling comfortable talking in front of large groups by acquiring and practicing skills for 

speech presentations, such as looking up from the podium, talking slowly, and effectively 

organizing the information I am sharing so that others will best understand. I have also 
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learned about learning styles and how adults learn best.  Therefore, I have invested in 

my natural talent of feeling comfortable talking in front of large groups of people in 

order to develop the strength of effectively informing my audience.) 

 

 

• Pass out the Talents, Knowledge, and Skills and Talents and Strengths Equations 

handouts. 

o Give seminar participants some time to answer the questions on their own before 

entering into their Small Group discussion (see below).   

o Consider also passing out a StrengthsQuestTM worksheet/handout for further 

understanding of strengths’ basic building blocks. 

 

• Small Group Discussion 

Pass out Week Three Small Group Activity and Questions handout and have seminar 

participants gather into their Small Groups. The handout will guide the Small Groups 

through the following discussions and activities. 

o Invite participants to share/compare with the group some of their answers to 

Talents, Knowledge, and Skills and Talents and Strengths Equations 

handouts and any StrengthsQuestTM Handouts that the participants have just 

looked over.   

o Ask the group to pull out their Talent Theme Reflection Questions handout from 

last week.   

▪ Last week participants shared their initial responses to these questions 

and were asked to think more about these questions. 

▪ Invite participants to share any more responses they have to these 

questions with their Small Group.  

o If time permits:  

▪ Invite participants to share what they experienced when they did the 

Holding Up the Mirror Activity (explained in Week Two) by asking them 

to share their responses to the following questions: 

• What was it like to have someone you know well tell you about 

your talents? Was this helpful to you?  

• Did you learn more about your talents from that experience?   

• Did the person you shared your talents with see those talents in 

you? 

• Why do you think that the Mirror Activity is important in the 

process of naming talents for discipleship? 

• Why is naming and investing in talents with others and in 

community so essential? 
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▪ After the Mirror Activity sharing, then invite participants to also share 

their responses to the following questions:   

• Can you think of an experience you had where you had the 

opportunity to practice using one of your natural talents?   

• How did you practice that talent? 

 

____________ Others’ Talents Activity (Large Group)   
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

Although the instructions for Others’ Talents Activity for Week Two and Three are the same, next 

week’s (Week Four) Others’ Talents Activity will build upon what the group has done in Weeks 

Two and Three. 

SAY: Talking with one person at a time, ask others about one of their top five Talent Themes that 

is not one of your top Talent Themes, and ask them to tell you about the theme and some 

examples of talents that they have which are connected to that theme.   

Be sure to give the group plenty of time for this activity.  Each person needs to wear their 

nametag or carry their Name Card.  They will be moving around the room while they talk one-

on-one with each other.  It is optimal if they can talk one-on-one with more than one person 

during this activity.  Halfway through the activity, you may choose to alert the group to talk with 

a new person if they have not already done so. 

 

 

____________ Discipleship:  Using Talents in Discipleship (Large Group)  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

When presenting Discipleship content each week, consider the seminar group: what do they 

know about discipleship, where are they at in their lives of discipleship, and what opportunities 

do they have for discipleship conversations in the future?  

 

Below are three Discipleship activity and reflection suggestions to consider; however, you will 

not have time to share all of these activities, questions, and reflections with your group.  The 

intention for these different suggestions is to give you some latitude in choosing what best meets 

the needs of your group.    

  
  

• Reflecting on Scripture 

o INVITE a person to read from the Bible, Romans 12:4-5: “For as in one body we 

have many parts, and all the parts do not have the same function, so we, though 

many, are one body in Christ and individually parts of one another” (Romans 

12:4-5 [NABRE]). 

o What came to mind as you listened to this scripture?  Participant responses 

might include:   
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▪ Saint Paul teaches about the importance of each disciple sharing their 

gifts. 

▪ The interconnectedness of those gifts to be shared in community – the 

Body of Christ. 

▪ In community, disciples are called to encourage each other to know, 

understand, develop, and share their gifts in lifelong discipleship. 

 

• Discipleship Reflection  

o Pull out your Discipleship Reflection handout that I passed out the first week and 

add additional ways that you use your talents as a disciple of Jesus Christ.   

o Remember that you are a disciple not only at your church, but also at home, at 

work, at school, and in extracurricular activities – in all of your life!  Discipleship 

includes sharing the message of the Good News of Jesus Christ and serving and 

loving others, which also includes caring for your grandmother, encouraging a co-

worker, helping a fellow student with his or her math problems, or reading to a 

child.  

o For example…   

▪ Share with the group a specific personal example of how you use your 

talents as a Christian disciple.  

▪ Also consider asking one of the Small Group Leaders (several days before 

Week Three) to also prepare a personal example to share with the group. 

o Please reflect and work on the Discipleship Reflection handout during the 

upcoming week.   

▪ Do you have any other questions for the group to add to their handout? 

▪ If you are planning to give the group further time to share their 

discipleship reflections with their Small Groups during Weeks Four, Five, 

and/or Six, let the group know about this upcoming Small Group 

opportunity and make note of it in your facilitator guide. 

 

• Witness Talk (See instructions from Week One and in the Appendix.) 

 
 
 

____________ Wrap-up and Closing Prayer  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• Wrap-up 

o Jesus Christ’s light shines through you!  When you know and share your talents in 

Christian discipleship, Christ’s light is even more illuminated in the world.  Next 

week, we will talk more about how we are each called to be disciples and how 

each person is called to serve in unique ways in community. 
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o Strengths Building Blocks   

▪ Pass out the StrengthsQuestTM Handouts listed above in Materials 

section if you have not already done so.   

▪ Give the instructions for the StrengthsQuest Handouts:   

• Look over and complete the StrengthsQuestTM Handouts. 

• Sometime this week, get together with your prayer partner and 

compare your answers. 

• Next week bring these handouts and any questions you have. 

 

o Discipleship  

▪ Decide on and include a “discipleship reflection” for the group to work 

on this week, such as the Discipleship Reflection handout. 

▪ If using the Discipleship Reflection handout, you could say:  Can you add 

some more ways that you use or could use your developing strengths as a 

disciple of Jesus Christ?   

o If one-on-one Strengths Advising is available to members of your seminar group, 

talk with the group about signing up for Strengths Advising.  Strengths Advising 

gives seminar participants the opportunity to meet with a Strengths Advisor (two 

times, for an hour each time) to further explore their talents and form goals for 

strengths development.  

o Pass out Week Three Seminar Evaluation and give seminar participants about 

five minutes to complete the Evaluation handout before the closing prayer. 

 

• Closing Prayer  

o Remind the group to pray for each other this week.  

o Encourage the group to:  Thank God for creating people, uniquely and 

beautifully, to be in relationship with one another.  

o Prayer: 

“O Lord Jesus Christ, we ask you to help us to use and dedicate our talents 

to you in our lives of discipleship. Teach us to see our talents as You see 

them, regardless of how insignificant we think they might be. Help us to 

grow in thanksgiving for the gifts You have given us.  Amen.”   

 ~adapted from Saint Ephrem Prayer  
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths  

 

Week Four: Talents and Vocation in Christian Discipleship 

Desired Outcomes for Week Four 

Main Understandings 

1. Each disciple has common Christian and unique personal vocations. 

2. Disciples can more fully live out their vocations by naming their talents and developing 

and using their strengths. 

3. Investing in talents toward strengths includes goal setting. 

4. Christian community members are called to understand, affirm, support, and encourage 

one another to know, develop, and share their God-given talents and gifts.  

 

Common Misunderstandings 

1. Vocations are just for priests, clergy, and those in religious orders. 

2. Since talents are gifts from God, strengths can only be used for good. 

3. Individuals best name their talents and develop their strengths by themselves. 

 

Big Questions 

1. What is a vocation? 

2. What do talents and vocation have to do with each other? 

3. How do I help others to know and invest in their talents? 

4. How can others help me to know and invest in my talents? 

5. How do I invest in my talents and develop strengths? 

6. Can strengths be used for bad purposes?  

7. Why can’t I just develop strengths on my own?  For myself? 

 

Week Four Objectives 

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 
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Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Discuss the topic of vocation using basic knowledge of a vocation theology. (Core 

Knowledge) 

2. Integrate strengths philosophy with vocation. (Understanding) 

3. Ask their peers questions about their peers’ talents. (Understanding) 

4. Ask others to help them name and know how to invest in their talents. (Understanding)  

5. Begin to name personal goals for investing in specific talents toward developing 

strengths. (Understanding)   

 

 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Discuss unique personal vocation.  

b. Ask other participants about their talents. 

c. Discuss how others have helped them know about their talents. 

d. List two to three ways they already use and could use their talents in their unique 

and specific vocations.  

e. Write two goals, naming two talents toward developing strengths.  

2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objective #1: Observations by facilitator and Small Group Leaders of seminar 

participants’ vocation conversations.  

b. Objective #2: Participants’ written reflections from Vocation and Talents 

Reflection handout shared with their Small Groups. 

c. Objectives #3 and #4: Observation by facilitator of participants’ engagement in 

Others Talent Activity. 

d. Objective #5:  Written goals using Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for 

Developing Strengths handout (which participants will take home and bring with 

them to Weeks Five and Six) and Week Four’s Evaluation Form. 

e. Objectives #2 - #5: Responses on Week Four Seminar Evaluation. 
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Learning Plan 

Week Four Materials  

Bible 

Pens 

Handouts: 

• Vocation and Talents Reflection  

• Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths (Also make available during 

Weeks Five and Six) 

• Preparing for Week Five  

• Week Four Seminar Evaluation  

• Scripture and Talent Theme Handouts (optional - see Wrap-up and Closing Prayer)  

o Scripture Handouts are to be made available after Wrap-up and Closing Prayer. 

o Make 34 half-sheet handouts: Each handout has scripture readings related to one 

Talent Theme.  

▪ Make several copies for each theme, so that seminar participants can pick 

and choose which groupings of scripture to take home. 

▪ Participants are free to take as many handouts as they would like; 

however, most of them will only choose two or three handouts. 

o Scripture ideas can be found at the Catholic Strengths and Engagement 

Connected Community website (CSECsharing.ning.com).   

▪ Go to CSECsharing.ning.com      

▪ Hover over the CSEC Shared Resources tab at the top of the screen and 

click Youth and Young Adults to find the document Faith Strengths and 

Scripture. 

o Make extra copies of Scripture and Talent Theme Handouts available during 

Weeks Five and Six. 

  

http://www.csecsharing.ning.com/
http://www.csecsharing.ning.com/
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Week Four Strategy (Time)  

____________ Prayer and Introduce the Day 
(Time – 20 minutes) 
 

• Opening Prayer and Scripture  

o BEFORE the following scripture is read, invite the group to think of a word or 

phrase that resonates with them as the scripture passage is read. 

o INVITE a person to read 1 Peter 4:10-11 directly from the Bible to the group.  

“As each one has received a gift, use it to serve one another as good 

stewards of God’s varied grace. Whoever preaches, let it be with the 

words of God; whoever serves, let it be with the strength that God 

supplies, so that in all things God may be glorified through Jesus Christ, to 

whom belong glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen” (1 Peter 4:10-

11 [NABRE]). 

o THEN invite participants to share their words or phrases with the group as they 

feel comfortable.  (Some words and/or phrases will be repeated.)  After the last 

person shares, give the group a minute or two of quiet, reflective time. 

 

• Introduce the Day 

o Summarize what the group did last week. 

o Summarize what the group will do today:  

▪ Explore the topic of vocation in connection with talents and strengths.  

▪ Discover how to help each other learn about StrengthsFinder®’s 34 Talent 

Themes. 

▪ Continue experiencing how important community is in developing strengths. 

▪ Begin to name personal goals for investing in specific talents toward 

developing strengths.  

 

____________ Investing in Talents Toward Developing Strengths (Large Group) 
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• Keep in mind that… 

o Talents need to be invested in in order to develop strengths. 

o However, even before this seminar began, you had already invested in some of 

your talents without even thinking about it.  It was an unconscious process or a 

process that came naturally to you. 

o On the other hand, it is very likely that you still have some hidden or newly 

discovered talents that you can choose to name and invest in. 
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o When people don’t name and invest in their talents, their talents stay hidden, but 

when talents are invested in and used, then a person’s talents become foundational 

for developing particular strengths that the person can use.   

o A named and invested in talent is like a path that gets used over and over again, 

becoming a visibly defined and usable road way – or, eventually, a highway – a 

strength!   

o However, when a road doesn’t get used, then it gets overgrown and difficult to 

see; therefore, even when you have developed a strength, you need to use it and 

keep developing and investing in that strength, so that the strength continues to be 

a strength that you can use.   

 

• As you were preparing for this week, you looked over the handouts about the basic 

building blocks of Strengths Philosophy—did you have any “aha!” moments?  Do you 

have any more questions about those building blocks? 

 

• Pass out the Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths handout, 

making more copies of this handout readily available during this week, Week Five, and 

Week Six.  

 

• EXPLAIN the Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths handout:   

 

Using this handout is one way to help you begin to set goals for investing in your 

talents toward developing strengths.  As you set goals for yourself in the 

upcoming weeks, try to fill out two of these Goal Setting handouts.  Next week, 

you will have time in your Small Group to help each other develop these goals.  

During the last week we meet (Week Six) you will have the opportunity to share 

your goal(s) with the larger group.  

 

____________ Using Strengths Positively (Large Group) 
(Time – 20 minutes) 
 

• Thinking about Positive Strengths 

Note: If in a very large group, move into Small Groups for this initial activity. 

o Take a minute of silence to think of a way that you used one of your strengths 

positively over the course of the last week.   

o AFTER the group has a minute of silence, invite the group to share their strengths 

experiences.   
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• Shadow Behaviors (Large Group) 

o We talk a lot about using our strengths for good.  But what happens when we use 

our strengths in negative ways?  What does that look like?  Any ideas?  Give 

those who would like to share time to respond.   

o We need to be careful! We need to routinely take time to pause and reflect on how 

we invest in our talents and use our strengths.  Talents and strengths can be used 

positively or negatively.  When we use our strengths in negative ways, our 

behavior is called a Shadow Behavior.  Using your strengths negatively not only 

affects the people around you in a negative way, but it also hurts yourself. 

o SHARE with the group a personal example of when you have acted with a Shadow 

Behavior.  (For example: I am naturally drawn toward helping others and 

following through with my commitments to others; however, there have been 

times when I have taken on more responsibilities than I have had time for.  When 

that happens, I let others down, because I can’t get it all done, and I hurt myself 

because I get burned out.  Therefore, for me, overcommitting can be a Shadow 

Behavior – that is a way in which my talent of being responsible to others is 

negatively used.) 

 

____________ Discipleship:  Vocation and Talents (Large Group) 
 (Time – 35 minutes) 

 

Below is one example of how to present Discipleship: Vocation and Talents; however, you may 

choose another way in which to present an introduction to the concept of vocation to your 

seminar group.  Consider what your seminar group already knows about vocation and what 

opportunities they will have for vocation conversations in the future.  After this six week Talents 

in Christian Discipleship seminar, you may want to consider offering a several week seminar 

focused on vocation.  (An additional vocation resource is located in the Appendix.) 

   

• The last four weeks, we have been talking a lot about Christian discipleship. We’ve 

learned that God loves all people, and that God creates each human being with gifts and 

talents.  We’ve also spent time looking at some common calls that all disciples of Jesus 

Christ share, such as the calls to be a neighbor, a steward, and a witness.  These and other 

common Christian calls make up our common Christian vocation.  The word vocation 

comes from a Latin word which means “to call.”   

• Write Christian Vocation on the board and then list some common Christian calls which 

you have been discussing in Weeks One through Three.  You may want to ask the seminar 

group to help you make the list. 

 

• In addition to our common Christian vocation, each of us also has specific callings or a 

specific vocation.  Specific vocation “refers to the particularity of our callings, the way 

each person is summoned by God to live faithfully given their talents, gifts, and 
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circumstances” (Cahalan 2010, 28).  As Christian disciples, we are called to name, 

develop, and use our personal gifts and talents as we live out our common Christian and 

specific vocations.   

 

• Let’s begin reflecting on “specific vocation” by listening to a passage from the book, Let 

Your Life Speak: Listening for the Voice of Vocation, by Parker Palmer.  

o READ SLOWLY the following passage from Let Your Life Speak to your seminar 

group: 

“Our deepest calling is to grow into our own authentic self-hood, whether or 

not it conforms to some image of who we ought to be.  As we do so, we will 

not only find the joy that every human beings seeks – we will also find our 

path of authentic service in the world.  True vocation joins self and service, 

as Frederick Buechner asserts when he defines vocation as ‘the place where 

your deep gladness meets the world’s deep need.’  Buechner’s definition 

starts with the self and moves toward the needs of the world: it begins, 

wisely, where vocation begins – not what the world needs (which is 

everything), but in the nature of the human self, in what brings the self joy, 

the deep joy of knowing that we are here on earth to be the gifts that God 

created” (Palmer 2000, 16-17). 

o REREAD the above passage a second time to the group.  

o ASK the group: 

▪ As you listened to this passage, were there any words, phrases, or 

ideas that stuck out to you, you really liked, or you want to know 

more about? 

▪ So what do you think Parker Palmer is trying to communicate 

through this passage? 

 

• Three Aspects of Vocation  

Note:  The vocation aspects of identity, relationships, and work included below are from 

Introducing the Practice of Ministry, by Kathleen Cahalan.  More information about 

vocation can also be found at the Collegeville Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural 

Research website: collegevilleinstitute.org.  

 

o Pass out the Vocation and Talents Reflection handout to the group. 

▪ Have you ever thought about having a unique specific vocation?  What 

does it mean to you that you have a have a unique specific vocation?  

These two questions are at the top of your Vocation and Talents 

Reflection handout.  Take few minutes to think about these two questions.  

We’ll have time to look at the other questions later.  GIVE the group a few 

minutes to reflect on the first two questions on the handout.  
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▪ AFTER the group has had some time to reflect, say:  Our specific 

vocations are each made up of a combination of several calls or aspects, 

which are intricately connected and deepen and mature over time.  In 

order to learn more about how God calls us to recognize and understand 

our specific vocations, let’s look at ourselves through three lenses: 

• Identity: Who am I?   

• Relationships: With whom am I called to be in relationship?  

• Work: What do I do?  

(Cahalan 2010, 30) 

 

o You may not have answers to all of these questions right now and that’s ok!  It’s 

important to keep thinking about these questions throughout your lifetime, 

because as you move forward in life, you will probably discover more answers.  

Now let’s take a closer look at identity, relationships, and work. 

 

o Let’s look first at identity.  We have been talking a lot the last few weeks about 

the importance of knowing that God creates us beautifully and creates us with 

talents. Although our talents are part of our identity, we also need to consider 

other pieces that form our identity, such as the time and place in which we live.   

▪ Keep in mind that God calls each one of us to know ourselves well, to be 

ourselves, and to develop who we are.  When we value ourselves and 

develop who we are, we can better live out our Christian vocation in our 

relationships and in the work we do.   

▪ So one of our most basic human calls is to thankfully reflect on, 

understand, and develop ourselves by asking: 

• Who am I?   

• How has God made me?   

• How is my identity formed by the time, place, and culture in which 

I live and the social relationships I have? 

▪ Let’s take a few minutes to think about these identity questions on your 

handout.  Just focus on the identity questions for now.  We will have some 

time in a few minutes to think about relationships and work questions.   

▪ GIVE the group a few minutes to reflect on the “identity” questions before 

moving on to “relationship.”   

 

o We are also called to be in relationship with God and with others, and each 

person is called into specific relationships, such as with friends, co-workers, 

fellow students, family members, neighbors, and fellow church and community 

members.   
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▪ Our relationships inform our vocation, and our vocation makes us more 

aware of the relationships to which we are called.  

▪ Reflect on the relationships you are called to by asking yourself: With 

whom am I called to be in relationship now? In the future?  

▪ GIVE the group some time to reflect on the “relationship” questions 

before moving on to “work.”   

 

o God calls all people to work, and each person has specific forms of work to which 

they are called.   

▪ Work is what we do and how we spend our time each day – in all areas of 

life.   

▪ Work is either paid or unpaid.  Sometimes unpaid work is called service or 

volunteering.   

▪ Our work can be focused on our own personal development, such as our 

education.  Our work may also include a job, so that we can pay the bills.  

In the best case scenario, work is something we enjoy doing.  Often our 

call to work is also a response to family, church, and community needs.    

▪ Examples of work and service for you might be working at your job, 

studying, volunteering, participating in extracurricular activities, and/or 

serving family members (such as driving your grandmother to the doctor 

or reading your younger cousin a book). 

▪ Think about your call to work through the following questions:  What do I 

do?  What work and/or service am I called to at this time in my life?  What 

about the future? 

▪ GIVE the group some time to reflect on the “work” questions before 

moving on.   

 

o Keep in mind…  Our vocations often deepen or change as we grow older; 

therefore, our vocations can and usually do develop and/or change over time.  

Over time and as we grow in our relationship with God, we also better understand 

our vocation and how God calls us.  And as we better understand our vocation and 

live out our vocation, we are transformed.  Kathleen Cahalan writes, “Vocation is 

the specific way in which discipleship is lived, transforming persons into their 

Christlikeness” (Cahalan 2010, 30). 

 

• Ask seminar participants to form their Small Groups, and then share their responses to 

the identity, relationships, and work questions with their Small Groups.  If time allows, 

invite them to start exploring the other questions on the Vocation and Talents 

Reflection handout. 
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____________ Expanding Others’ Talents Activity (Large Group) 
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• Today’s Others’ Talents Activity is similar to the last two weeks’ Others’ Talents 

Activity; however, this week encourage the group to think of specific questions to ask 

each other about each other’s Talent Themes.  This activity helps seminar participants 

to begin to practice asking good questions of each other, which also helps them 

encourage each other to name their talents, invest in their talents, and develop their 

strengths in community.    

• Be sure to give the group plenty of time for this activity.  Each person needs to wear their 

nametag or carry their Name Card.  They will be moving around the room while they talk 

one-on-one with each other.  It is optimal if participants can talk one-on-one with more 

than one person during this activity.  Halfway through the activity, you may choose to 

alert the group to talk with a new person if they have not already done so. 

• Talking with one person at a time, ask others specific questions about their talents from 

one of their Talent Themes.  Here are some question examples: 

o When you are at your job (or in class), do you use talents from your ______ 

theme?  If yes, can you give example of a specific talent and how you use it? 

o Since the seminar began three weeks ago, have you discovered a talent from your 

_______ theme?  What do you call that talent?  How did you discover it? 

o Do you think any of your talents from your _______ theme can help you when 

working with a group of people to achieve a common goal?  If yes, could you 

give an example? 

o What talents from your __________ theme are you most excited about?  Why? 

 

____________ Wrap-up and Closing Prayer  
(Time – 15 minutes) 

 

• Wrap-up 

o Call everyone back to the Large Group. 

o ASK the group: Would anyone like to share with the group what really “stuck 

out” to you today?  Give the group members a chance to respond.  

o THEN say in your own words:  Empowered by the Holy Spirit and through the 

support and encouragement of others, each of us can better invest knowledge, 

skills, and practice into our natural talents for developing strengths.   

o For next week…  

▪ I encourage you to take some time this week to reflect more on the 

vocation questions from today. 

▪ Pass out and explain the Preparing for Week Five handout:   
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• Keep thinking about one or two of your talents that you would like 

to invest in.  This week, get together with your prayer partner 

and bounce some of your ideas off of your prayer partner about 

ways that you can invest in one of your talents toward developing a 

strength.  

• Choose a scripture reading that resonates with you as you think 

about your God-given gifts and talents. Reflect on this scripture 

during this week and bring the scripture with you when we meet 

next week.  (Set out different scripture suggestions for seminar 

participants to choose from, such as the 34 Scripture and Talent 

Theme Handouts described in the Materials list above, OR 

participants can choose a scripture reading on their own.) 

o Pass out Week Four Seminar Evaluation and give seminar participants about 

five minutes to complete the Evaluation handout before the closing prayer. 

  

• Closing Prayer 

o Remind the group to pray for each other this week.  

o Encourage the group to:  Thank God for guiding us to know ourselves and 

empowering us to know, name, and live out our common Christian vocation and 

our unique, specific vocations.  

o Lead Closing Prayer (or ask another person to lead prayer). 
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths 

 

Week Five: 

               Talents and Social Justice in Christian Discipleship   

Desired Outcomes for Week Five 

Main Understandings 

1. Each Christian disciple is called to invest in their talents for developing strengths to use 

for the common good. 

2. Using strengths for the common good includes working for a more just society. 

3. Social justice is one form of justice rooted in Biblical justice. 

4. There are many different ways in which we can use our strengths, personally and in 

community, to work for a more just society. 

5. A person’s specific call of working toward a more just society may change and/or 

develop over the course of a person’s lifetime. 

6. Catholic Social Teaching Themes help us to better understand why and how we are called 

to effect social justice. 

7. The Catholic Social Teaching Themes are human life and dignity, call to family, 

community and participation, rights and responsibilities, option for the poor and 

vulnerable, the dignity of work and the rights of workers, solidarity, and care for God’s 

creation (United States Conference of Catholic Bishops, www.usccb.org.). 

8. Managing lesser talents includes using support systems and complementary partnerships 

(Winseman 2008, 25-28). 

 

Common Misunderstandings 

1. There are limited ways in which to be attentive and respond to those in need.  

2. People must travel far from home to serve the needs of the poor and vulnerable. 

3. Social justice is only about giving those in need short-term food, shelter, and clothing. 

4. The average person has no influence in working toward a more just society. 

 

Big Questions 

1. How am I called to use my strengths to love and serve my neighbor? 

2. What is social justice?  What is a “just” society? 
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3. What can I do to help others meet their basic needs? 

4. What can I do to equip and empower others to be able to care for themselves, their 

families, and their communities? 

5. How can I make a difference in serving the short-term and long-term needs of the poor 

and vulnerable? 

6. What does working towards a more just society have to do with my talents and strengths? 

7. What should I do when I am required to do something but don’t have the natural talents 

to do it? 

 

Week Five Objectives   

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 

 

Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Summarize a basic understanding of the common good, social justice, and the Catholic 

Social Teaching Themes. (Core Knowledge) 

2. Reflect on why it is important to work with others to effect social justice in society. 

(Understanding) 

3. Name ways in which they can use their strengths as they carry out their call to know and 

respond to social justice issues now and in the future. (Understanding) 

4. Continue to develop two goals for investing in one or two talent(s) toward developing 

strengths (continued from last week). (Understanding) 

5. Explain two ways in which to manage lesser talents. (Core Knowledge) 

 

 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Hear personal stories in light of Catholic Social Teaching Themes.  

b. Discuss what working towards a “just” society means. 

c. Share ways in which they already use their developing strengths to serve others.  

d. Share new ideas about how in the future they can use their strengths to work 

toward a more just society.  
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2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objectives #1, #2, and #3:  Lead facilitator will get feedback from Small Group 

Leaders about seminar participants’ general responses to the Social Justice 

Reflection handout questions. 

b. Objectives #1, #2, and #3:  Participants will reflect more on Social Justice 

Reflection handout questions the week between Week Five and Week Six, and 

then during Week Six participants will again have an opportunity to share their 

responses with each other.   

c. Objective #2:  Participants’ responses to questions about the Circle Activity.  

d. Objective #4:  Each participant will show and discuss with their Small Group 

members their developing goals using the Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for 

Developing Strengths handout. 

e. Objective #4:  Lead facilitator will check-in with each Small Group and each 

seminar participant during Small Group time to see if all the group members are 

understanding goal setting in respect to naming talents, investing in talents, and 

developing strengths. 

f. Objective #5: Response on Week Five Seminar Evaluation.  

g. All Objectives: Responses on Week Five Seminar Evaluation. 
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Learning Plan   

Week Five Materials 
 

Lazarus at the Table, by Bernard F. Evans.  (Lazarus at the Table is an excellent facilitator and 

seminar participant resource for learning about Catholic Social Teaching Themes and social 

justice, which is presented in Week Five.)   

Bible 

 

Pens 

 

Dry Erase Board and Markers (for presenting a list of social justice themes)  

or Prepare a Social Justice Power Point Presentation 

 

Handouts: 

 

• Social Justice Reflection  

• Other Social Justice Handouts or Books (optional) 

• Seminar participants may need more copies of the following Week Four Handouts:  

o Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths   

o Scripture and Talent Theme Handouts  

• Week Five Seminar Evaluation  

• Social Justice Prayer Card (See the two prayer options in the “Closing Prayer” section 

below.) 

 

 

Week Five Strategy (Time) 

 

____________ Prayer and Introduce the Day 
(Time – 15 minutes) 

  

• Introduce the Day 

o Last week, we talked about vocation and its connection to using strengths and 

strengths development.  We also began the process of naming our personal 

specific goals for investing in our talents toward developing strengths, which we 

will continue this week.  

o This week we will also talk about…  

▪ Ways in which to manage our lesser talents which include using support 

systems and complementary partnerships.  

▪ Social justice and its connection to our talents and using our strengths.  

▪ Ways in which we can use our strengths personally and in community as 

we carry out our call to know and respond to social justice issues now and 

in the future.   
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• Opening Prayer and Scripture 

o SUMMARIZE (briefly) in your own words the first part of Acts 2. 

o THEN read Acts 2:42- 47about the Communal Life of the Church. Try to read 

directly from the Bible.  

 

“They, [those in the early Church], devoted themselves to the teaching of the 

apostles and to the communal life, to the breaking of the bread and to the prayers.  

Awe came upon everyone, and many wonders and signs were done through the 

apostles.  All who believed were together and had all things in common; they 

would sell their property and possessions and divide them among all according to 

each one’s need.  Every day they devoted themselves to meeting together in the 

temple area and to breaking bread in their homes. They ate their meals with 

exultation and sincerity of heart, praising God and enjoying favor with all the 

people.  And every day the Lord added to their number those who were being 

saved” (Acts 2:42-47 [NABRE]). 

 

o ASK the Large Group questions about the scripture reading, such as: 

▪ What does the scripture verse, “All who believed were together and had 

all things in common,” mean to you? 

▪ At the time in which this new community, the Church, was being formed, 

what did society think of the poor and vulnerable? 

▪ Was “having all things in common” contradictory to societal norms at that 

time? 

▪ What do you think this scripture says about “being” Church?  

 

 

 

____________ Discipleship: Social Justice and Talents (Large Group) 
(Time – 30 minutes) 

  

Today you will be giving seminar participants a very basic understanding of Catholic Social 

Teaching and social justice in order to help participants begin to connect strengths development 

and using their strengths with working toward a more just society.  Below is one strategy of how 

to present a basic understanding of social justice and its relationship to developing strengths in 

Christian discipleship; however, you may choose to develop your own strategy for your seminar 

group, such as creating your own presentation or asking a person knowledgeable about Catholic 

Social Teaching and social justice to speak to your group.  When deciding on the strategy you 

will use, think about the following: 

  

❖ What does your seminar group already know about Catholic Social Teaching and social 

justice?   

❖ What is the best way to give your particular seminar group a basic understanding of 

social justice?   
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❖ Through information, reflection, and discussion, how could seminar participants further 

develop their own insights about how and what they and others can do to work for social 

justice in light of the Catholic Social Teaching Themes (see below)?   

❖ How do participants’ talents and strengths connect to what they and others can do in 

making a more just society?  

The seminar participants may want to explore more about social justice in the future.  After this 

six-week seminar, consider offering another seminar, which would focus on social justice in light 

of Catholic Social Teaching while continuing to offer the opportunity to grow in Christian 

discipleship and strengths development.  Or you may want to provide participants with social 

justice resources, such as reading materials or information about social justice courses and 

opportunities offered at your parish, college, or university.  (Catholic Social Teaching and social 

justice resources can be found in the Appendix.) 

 

• Before facilitating Week Five, look over Bernard Evans’ book, Lazarus at the Table, 

which explains the Catholic Social Teaching Themes. 

 

• Introduce the Common Good, Biblical Justice, and Social Justice  

o Each of us is called to develop and use our strengths to serve and promote the 

common good.  The common good is “the sum total of social conditions which 

allow people, either as groups or as individuals, to reach their fulfilment more 

fully and more easily” (Compendium of the Social Doctrine of the Church, 164). 

▪ What do you think “to reach their fulfillment more fully and more 

easily” means?  

▪ What do you think are the social conditions necessary for all people to 

be able to reach their fulfillment?  

▪ Why do you think it is important that the definition of the common 

good refers to people as either “groups” or “individuals”? 

Give group members time to respond to the questions before moving on.  

o Our understanding of the common good is rooted in Biblical justice:   

▪ Biblical justice is the justice that is revealed in the Old and New 

Testaments: “[R]ich biblical understanding portrays a just society as one 

marked by the fullness of love, compassion, holiness, and peace” 

(Economic Justice for All, 68).  

▪ The forms of justice that stem from Biblical justice direct society and each 

of us to respect and secure the life and dignity of every person and ensure 

that all people have what they need to “reach their fulfillment more fully 

and more easily.”   

▪ In light of Catholic Social Teaching, social justice is one of these forms of 

justice that stems from Biblical justice.   
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o One important way we can serve the common good is to engage in effecting, 

securing, and sustaining social justice in our society.    

▪ Social justice emphasizes that in order for social conditions to exist that 

respect the life and dignity of every human person, all people have the 

right and responsibility to contribute to and participate in society; 

therefore, Catholic Social Teaching also refers to social justice as 

“contributive justice.” 

▪ When we engage in effecting social justice, we are working for the 

common good, securing and sustaining the social conditions necessary for 

all people to have the opportunity to live a full dignified life, which 

includes the ability, freedom, and responsibility to contribute and 

participate in society. 

▪ Can you think of situations where people are not able to contribute or 

participate in society? 

 

• Introduce the Catholic Social Teaching (CST) Themes 

o Consider giving each seminar participant a Catholic Social Teaching Theme 

card. Cards can be ordered from the USCCB (store.usccb.org) or handmade 

using the content from the Catholic Social Teaching Theme summaries found 

online at the USCCB website (usccb.org).  

 

o Catholic Social Teaching Themes help us to better understand why and how we 

are called to effect social justice in society. 

 

o WRITE the heading, “Catholic Social Teaching Themes,” on a board in the front 

of the room and then list each of the following themes: 

▪ Life and Dignity of the Human Person 

▪ Call to Family, Community, and Participation 

▪ Rights and Responsibilities 

▪ Option for the Poor and Vulnerable  

▪ Dignity of Work and The Rights of Workers 

▪ Solidarity 

▪ Care for God’s Creation  

 

o SUMMARIZE (briefly) each of the Seven Catholic Social Teachings Themes   

 

Note:  The content and questions below can help you summarize the Catholic 

Social Teaching Themes and guide seminar participants in connecting Catholic 

Social Teaching with strengths development.  
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▪ Social Justice in light of Catholic Social Teaching begins with recognizing 

the sacred life and dignity of each and every person: 

• God creates each person in God’s image and likeness.   

• Each human life is valued by God.  

• Human dignity is “the transcendent worth – the sacredness – of 

human beings” (Economic Justice for All, no. 28). 

▪ Every person should be able to fulfill his or her call to contribute to family 

and community. Being able to fulfill one’s call to family and community 

requires “being able” to meet one’s basic short and long-term needs.  

• What do you think are some basic human needs?   

• Why do you think meeting these basic human needs is 

necessary for living a dignified life and reaching individual and 

group fulfillment more fully and more easily? 

▪ Every person has the right and responsibility to contribute to and 

participate in society. 

▪ When we participate in society, we are working together to make it 

possible for all people to be able to contribute to and participate in society.   

▪ Catholic Social Teaching emphasizes paying attention to, serving, and 

empowering persons who are poor and vulnerable. 

 

• Engaging in Effecting Social Justice 

o Social justice engagement is not always easy; however, we are often drawn 

toward particular social justice issues and work that give us long-term joy, a sense 

of satisfaction, and make the most of the talents and gifts that God has blessed us 

with.   

o So what can you do to engage in effecting social justice in society? Here are some 

suggestions: 

▪ Develop and use your strengths to contribute to and participate in society, 

such as: 

• Fulfilling your responsibilities of contributing to your family and 

community. 

• Participating in the process of making sure that all people can 

contribute to and participate in society. 

▪ Pay attention to your call. 

• Use your talents and strengths to help you to understand, think 

about, and take action in response to particular social justice issues 

to which you are called. 

• Know that your specific calls of working toward a more just 

society may change and/or develop over the course of your 

lifetime. 

▪ Be open to serving your neighbor and working toward a just society in 

various contexts, including your home, family, school, work place, 
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church, and community – even extending beyond your local community 

into other communities and countries.   

▪ Reflect on your social justice experiences and the social justice issues to 

which you are drawn.  Action that includes reflection will give you 

direction, clarity, and new energy as you continue to engage in social 

justice efforts. 

▪ Work with others to effect social justice. 

• Keep in mind, that as you name and invest in your talents and use 

your strengths in social justice efforts, others are also developing 

and using their strengths in these efforts.   

• We are called to come together, collaborate, and share our talents 

and strengths in community toward a more just society. 

• Why do you think it’s important to work together rather than 

alone when we engage in effecting social justice?  

▪ Remember that God is always with us as we engage in effecting social 

justice! 

• Reflect on Biblical justice in the Old and New Testaments. 

• Reflect on the Gospel stories about Jesus words and actions of 

loving, serving, valuing, and including each person he meets.   

• Ask the Holy Spirit to empower and enable you to see, judge 

(interpret), and act for a more just society. 

• Ask God to empower you and others to work together for effecting 

social justice. 

 

• Specific Ideas and Examples of How to Engage in Effecting Social Justice 

 

Note:  There may not be enough time to share all of the following examples; therefore, 

choose a few examples that best fit your seminar group. 

 

o Recognizing and respecting human dignity begins in our homes and with our 

families and friends.  How do we regard our brother or sister?  Do we see them as 

sacred?  Do we treat them with dignity?  How do we treat our grandmother and 

respond to her most basic needs, such as helping her with transportation to the 

doctor or the grocery store? 

o Your talents and strengths may help you to think about and take action in 

response to specific physical needs of the poor and vulnerable in your community, 

such as shelter, clothing, and/or food needs.  

o Your strengths may be a good fit for tutoring children who struggle in school or 

cannot get help at home with their homework.     
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o Possibly your talents and strengths may help you and your church or school 

community to understand, empathize, and communicate the rights of workers in 

your particular economic or political environment.  

o Maybe your talents of gathering reliable facts and summarizing information calls 

you to learn and bring an awareness into your community about people who are 

oppressed in another country.  

o You may have a “green thumb” and/or a passion for the environment.  How can 

you use your natural ability and passion to care for the world God created?  How 

can you equip and encourage others to do the same? 

o You may be called to work with a group or team of people in your community 

toward a specific social justice issue.  You may be the team member that has a 

particular strength in which to help your team collaborate and value each other’s 

strengths toward the team’s social justice mission.  Or you may be the team 

member with ideas, while still another team member has strengths in which to get 

the team’s chosen ideas into action.  And still another team member may be one 

who continues to evaluate “How are we doing?” and “How can we do this 

mission better?”. 

o What other examples can you think of?  Try to give seminar participants a few 

more concrete examples of how to serve and work toward a just society by using 

their developing strengths in their everyday lives.  

▪ GIVE the group a personal example from when you served with your 

talents/strengths in response to effecting social justice.  While you are 

sharing your experience, also share how your service experience 

transformed you in your journey of Christian discipleship.  

▪ You may also want to ask one of the Small Group Leaders to prepare a 

short personal example for today. 

 

• BEFORE moving into Small Groups, pass out the Social Justice Reflection handout and 

give seminar participants a few minutes of quiet time to look over reflection questions 

before moving into their Small Groups. 

 

____________ Social Justice Reflection and Goal Setting (Small Group) 
(Time – 35 minutes) 

 

• Social Justice Reflection (15 minutes) 

o Ask Small Group Leaders to invite their group members to share their reflection 

insights with their Small Group.  

o After 15 minutes, encourage the Small Groups to move into discussing Goal 

Setting. 
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• Goal Setting (20 minutes) 

o Before Week Five: Contact Small Group Leaders and give them Week Five Small 

Group Discussion Format (see the following page) so that they have adequate 

time to prepare for today. 

o Today: 

▪ Seminar participants will remain in their Small Groups for Goal Setting.   

▪ Small Group Leaders will facilitate their groups using Week Five Small 

Group Discussion Format (see the following page).  

▪ Although today’s Goal Setting will be facilitated by the Small Group 

Leaders, also make yourself available to the Small Groups.   

• Check-in with each Small Group and each seminar participant to 

make sure that each person is understanding the concept of 

strengths development and goal setting.   

• One-on-one, ask each person to share one of their Goal Setting: 

Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths handouts with 

you. 
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Week Five Small Group Discussion Format  

Before Week Five, use the Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths handout 

to prepare a personal example of how you are going to invest in one of your talents toward 

developing a strength.  (If you have questions about goal setting or filling out your personal 

Goal Setting handout, ask the Seminar Facilitator for help before Week Five.) 

When you meet with your Small Group,  

• share your goal with the other members of your Small Group.  

• ask the other group members if they have any ideas or insights to share with you about 

investing in your talent toward developing a strength  

THEN invite the others, one at a time, to share one of their developing Goal Setting: Investing in 

Talents for Developing Strengths handouts with the other Small Group members and invite 

each group member to ask the other Small Group members for ideas or insights about their goal 

setting.    

Let your Small Group know that next week they will have the opportunity to share their goal(s) 

with the Large Group if they choose to do so. 
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____________ Managing Lesser Talents (Large Group) 
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

Before Week Five, read Living Your Strengths, pages 25-28, to learn more about “lesser 

talents.” 

 

• We need to know how to manage our “lesser” talents.  In the last five weeks, we’ve 

talked a lot about investing in our top, dominant, strongest talents - that is those talents 

that are most easily and effectively used as foundations for strengths.   

• But what happens when we need to do something that our dominant talents can’t seem to 

help us with?  We need to know how to “manage” the task in another way, rather than try 

to “fix” our lesser talents or try to invest in our lesser talents. Here are some ways that 

you can manage your lesser talents: 

o First, rely on Your Greatest Talents when working with your lesser talents.   

▪ Give the group examples, such as:   

• My talents and strengths help me to focus on the present; however, 

there are times that I am so focused on the present that I forget 

about what historically has led up to the present, which can 

prevent me from making informed decisions. However, I am also a 

natural learner.  My talents for learning help me to learn about the 

past in order to understand what events might have caused the 

present.  Using my learner talents and strengths gives me a fresh 

look at the present, helps me to better understand why things are 

the way they are today, and equips me to make better decisions for 

now and in the future. 

• Although I don’t have a natural ability for speaking in front of 

large groups, I sometimes must speak in front of large groups for 

my job.  In preparation to speak in front of a large group, I rely on 

my talents for learning and gathering information and my natural 

ability to organize content in logical manner by learning a lot 

about my subject and organizing what I am going to present in a 

logical outline.  I also practice out loud what I am going say 

before the presentation day.  Then when it comes time for me to 

speak in front of a large group, I still may not be the best or most 

entertaining public speaker, but I have used my strengths to be 

able to communicate well the information I need to share with the 

group.    

o Second, use Support Systems  

▪ Support systems are physical things or practices that help you manage 

your lesser talents. 

▪ Here are some examples:  

• If you have a difficult time keeping track of meetings or family 

gatherings, you can maintain a datebook. 

• If you have a lot of ideas but have a hard time remembering what 

they are when you need to communicate them or act on them, write 

lists to keep track of your ideas. 
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• If you need to present information to a large group of people, but 

presenting doesn’t come naturally, practice the presentation out 

loud several times before you present.  

▪ Can you think of any other support systems that you already use? 

o Third, invest in Complementary Partnerships 

▪ Partner with others, who have dominant talents in areas where you have 

lesser talents.   

▪ For example, two people are working on a project together.  One person 

may have natural talents and strengths for getting things started and 

getting things done but has a hard time coming up with ideas.  This person 

might want to team with someone who naturally likes to think about new 

ideas and a strength of coming up with good ideas for the task at hand.  

These two people complement each other. 

▪ Can you think of other ways that you and others can combine your 

talents in complementary ways?   

 

 

____________ Circle Activity (Large Group)  
(Time – 10 minutes) 
 

• Now we are going to do a “circle activity.”  Let’s sit in a circle on the floor.  Link arms 

with the two people next to you and then we will stand up together in the circle.  Give the 

group a chance to stand up.  

 

• How did standing up in the circle work out for our group?  Did it work well?  Why?  

Give the group members a chance to respond. 

 

• Now we need a volunteer to sit outside the circle.   

o The rest of us will sit on the floor in our same spots as before.  This time there 

will be an open space in our circle, and two people in the circle won’t be able to 

link both arms. 

o Linking arms & not using your hands, everyone stand-up, including our volunteer.   

 

• After the group has a chance to stand up a second time, ask the group the following 

questions, giving them time to respond to each question:  

o Was it easier or harder to stand-up the second time?  Why?   

o What could we do to make it more workable for the group?  How about for 

the person who is by him or herself?   

o Any ideas about how this activity is linked to the importance of knowing our 

talents and the talents of others?  Managing lesser talents?  Social justice? 
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____________ Wrap-up and Closing Prayer  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• Wrap-up   

o Would anyone like to share what really “stuck out” to you today?  Give the group 

a chance to respond. 

o Next week we are going to share with each other some of our strengths 

development goals and also talk about how to continue developing strengths in 

Christian discipleship even after this seminar is over. 

o In preparation for next week, during this coming week…  

▪ Think about what you know about social justice as you continue to think 

about a talent(s) that you would like to invest in toward developing a 

strength(s).  Get together your prayer partner and share your social justice 

and talent insights with each other.  

▪ Continue to reflect on a scripture reading(s) that resonates with you as you 

think about your God-given gifts. (Seminar participants can choose a new 

scripture reading from the Scripture and Talent Theme Handouts OR 

they can continue reflecting on scripture they chose the previous week OR 

they can choose a scripture on their own.) 

o Pass out Week Five Seminar Evaluation and give seminar participants about 

five minutes to complete the Evaluation handout before the closing prayer.  

 

• Closing Prayer    

o Remind the group to pray for each other this week.  

o Encourage the group to:  Thank God for guiding us to know ourselves and 

empowering us to know and live out our call to make the world a more just place 

for all people to live.   

o Give each person a Social Justice Prayer Card and invite the group say the 

prayer together.  Here are two prayer suggestions:   

Christ, our Lord and friend, you are God’s love, poured out on a world still 

in need. 

Send your Spirit to guide us, help us to be strong in our faith,  

And active in the ways we live what we believe, so that we may share 

your love with others. 

For you are God with the Father and the Spirit, now and forever.  Amen. 

~From Having Faith, by Leisa Anslinger 

  OR 
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Lord, open our eyes, that we may see you in our brothers and sisters. 

Lord, open our ears, that we may hear the cries of the hungry, the 

homeless, the frightened, the oppressed. 

Lord, open our hearts, that we may love each other as you love us. 

Renew in us your spirit. 

Lord, free us and make us one. 

           ~Mother Teresa 
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Talents in Christian Discipleship  

Investing in Talents and Developing Strengths 

 

Week Six:   

          Lifelong Strengths Development in Christian Discipleship  

Desired Outcomes for Week Six 

Main Understandings 

1. Developing strengths is a lifelong process. 

2. There are resources available for continuing to develop strengths. 

3. Developing strengths is personal and communal. 

4. God is the source and summit for investing in God-given talents and developing strengths 

in lifelong Christian discipleship. 

Common Misunderstandings 

1. Strengths development is a onetime process. 

2. I can develop my strengths completely by myself. 

3. There are not any resources or people available to me to help me continue to develop my 

strengths. 

Big Questions 

1. How long does it take to develop strengths? 

2. What can I do to continue developing my strengths? 

3. Who can I reach out to for help in continuing to develop my strengths? 

 

Week Six Objectives 

What overarching learning outcomes are desired? What will seminar participants know and be 

able to do when they complete this seminar session?  

A. Core Knowledge 

B. Understanding:  Explanation…Application…Perspectives 

 

Seminar participants will be able to… 

1. Continue developing one or two personal goals of investing in talents toward developing 

strengths. (Understanding) 
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2. Articulate how they connect common and personal vocation, social justice, and strengths 

development. (Understanding) 

3. Know how they can continue to name their talents and develop their strengths after the 

seminar. (Core Knowledge) 

4. Communicate how they will personally develop their strengths even after the seminar. 

(Understanding) 

5. Actively participate in the closing prayer ritual. (Understanding) 

 

Evidence of Seminar Participant Learning  

What evidence will show that seminar participants understand?  How will you assess the 

understanding that resulted from today’s seminar session? 

1. Performance Tasks (Through what authentic performance tasks will seminar 

participants demonstrate the desired understandings?) 

a. Share their responses to reflection questions about social justice. 

b. Share how they connect social justice and vocation to strengths development. 

c. Listen to ways that they can continue naming their talents and developing their 

strengths after the seminar. 

d. Articulate how they are planning to continue to develop their strengths. 

e. Participate in the closing prayer ritual.  

2. Other Evidence (Observation, discussion content, take-home reflections, session 

evaluations, etc. that contribute to the Performance Tasks above.) 

a. Objective #1:  Small Group Leaders will hear how seminar participants have 

further developed their goals from the Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for 

Developing Strengths handout. 

b. Objective #2:  Facilitator and Small Group Leaders will hear seminar participants 

share their responses to their Social Justice Reflection handout.  

c. Objective #2:  Facilitator will hear seminar participants’ responses to the 

facilitator’s question about the connection between social justice, vocation, and 

strengths development.  

d. Objective #3:  Seminar participants will ask questions and share inputs about 

resources beyond the seminar. 

e. Objective #4:  Through Large or Small Group sharing and/or through the Seminar 

Evaluation, the facilitator will hear participants share one way that they will 

continue developing their strengths.  

f. Objective #1 and #5: Facilitator will observe Closing Prayer Ritual engagement.  

g. All Objectives: Responses on Week Six Seminar Evaluation. 
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Learning Plan 
 

Week Six Materials  

Bible 

Pens 

Handouts: 

• Week Six Seminar Evaluation  

• Six Week Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminar Evaluation (Overall Seminar 

Evaluation) 

• Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths (Handout is from Weeks 

Four and Five – have extra copies available.) 

Gifts for Seminar Participants (optional):  small book, prayer card, or other small gift  

 

 

 

 

Week Six Strategy (Time)  

Week Six Strategy helps seminar participants go forward from this seminar experience to 

continue lifelong talent discovery and strength development in their lives of Christian 

discipleship.  Below is one learning strategy to use for Week Six; however, you may choose to 

modify this strategy in order to best meet the needs of your particular group.  As you decide on 

your Week Six Strategy, there are two critical elements that should be included and given ample 

amount of time today:   

• Small Group Discussion:  Give seminar participants plenty of time in their Small Groups 

today.  By now the participants know each other well and will be able to help and 

encourage each other as they look forward.    

• Prayer and Sending Ritual:  Concluding the seminar with community prayer and a 

sending ritual is essential as seminar participants are called and sent to continue 

growing personally and encouraging others toward lifelong strengths development in 

Christian discipleship. 

You may also want to include prior seminar components that your particular group wants to 

revisit or finds interesting. 
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____________ Prayer and Introduce the Day 
(Time – 20 minutes) 

 

• Opening Prayer and Scripture 

 

Allow plenty of time for prayer and scripture reflection today.  Choose one of the prayer 

options below that best fits your group for this last day: 

 

 

o Scripture Reading from Colossians (Option 1) 

▪ READ or have another person read a passage from Colossians 3:12-17 to 

the Large Group. Try to read the passage directly from the Bible.  

  

“Put on then, as God’s chosen ones, holy and beloved, heartfelt 

compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, and patience, bearing with 

one another and forgiving one another, if one has a grievance against 

another; as the Lord has forgiven you, so must you also do.  And over all 

these put on love, that is, the bond of perfection.  And let the peace of 

Christ control your hearts, the peace into which you were also called in 

one body. And be thankful.  Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly, as 

in all wisdom you teach and admonish one another, singing psalms, 

hymns, and spiritual songs with gratitude in your hearts to God.  And 

whatever you do, in word or in deed, do everything in the name of the 

Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him” (Col 3:12-17 

[NABRE]). 

▪ THEN tell the group:  As I read this scripture passage a second time, think 

of a word of phrase that resonates with you.  

▪ READ the scripture a second time. 

▪ INVITE the seminar participants to call out their word or phrase in the 

Large Group.   

o Seminar Participant Witness Talk (Option 2) 

▪ Preparing and presenting a Witness Talk gives seminar participants the 

opportunity to develop skills in being witnesses of Jesus Christ.  Consider 

asking a person who has not yet given a Witness Talk to give the Witness 

Talk today.   

▪ Give the person giving the Witness Talk at least a week’s notice in order 

to prepare the Witness Talk.  

▪ See Week One and the Appendix for Witness Talk instructions.  

  

o Other Scripture Reading Options  

▪ Choose a scripture passage that resonates with you as you have reflected 

on strengths development in Christian discipleship.  Use one of the 

following prayer formats while sharing this scripture passage with the 

group: 
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• Use the same prayer format as the Colossians’ reading above. 

• OR read the scripture four times asking the group to think about 

the following Lectio Divina prayer questions in between each 

reading of the scripture: 

o What does the scripture say? 

o What does the scripture say to me? 

o What do I want to say to God about this scripture? 

o What difference will this scripture make in my life? 

▪ Invite a seminar participant to prepare and lead the Opening Prayer and 

Scripture today. (Give the prayer leader at least a week’s notice about 

leading the prayer and offer any assistance he or she may need.) 

 

• Introduce the Day 

o Summarize what the group did last week. 

o Summarize what the group will do today:  

▪ Have an opportunity to share our responses to the “Social Justice 

Reflection” handout from last week. 

▪ Talk more about the connection between social justice, vocation, and 

strengths development.  

▪ Learn about how you can continue to develop your strengths even after the 

seminar concludes today. 

▪ Share how you will personally continue to invest in your talents and 

develop your strengths in the future. 

▪ Have a closing prayer that includes our asking God for the grace to 

continue developing our strengths as we live our lives as Christian 

disciples who “Go out to love and serve the Lord.” 

 

____________ Social Justice Reflection Handout Sharing (Large or Small Group)  
(Time – 15 minutes) 
  

• Last week you encouraged seminar participants to continue thinking about, reflecting on, 

and responding to questions from last week’s Social Justice Reflection handout.  Now 

invite them to share their responses in Large or Small Group. 

 

• THEN ask the Large or Small Groups the following questions, giving the group members 

time to share their insights with each other:  

o What do you think is the connection between social justice, vocation, naming 

talents, and strengths development? 

o How do you see our common Christian vocation and your personal specific 

vocation connected to social justice?    

o Why is it important to know about vocation and social justice when 

developing and using your strengths? 
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• BEFORE getting into Small Groups today, say to the Large Group: 

o In our Small Groups today, we will have time to share more about our scripture 

readings and goals.  In addition, as you look toward the future, I invite you along 

with the help of your Small Group to think about what you would like to do next 

with your new knowledge and understanding of your talents.   

o Bring with you to your Small Group your Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for 

Developing Strengths handout(s) and the scripture passage(s) you chose to 

reflect on.   

 

____________ Goal Setting (Small Group) 
(Time – 30 minutes) 
 

• Before Week Six, make copies of Week Six Small Group Discussion Format (see the 

following page) and give to the Small Group Leaders today. 

• THEN invite seminar participants to form their Small Groups and have the Small Group 

Leaders facilitate the Small Group Discussion from Week Six Small Group Discussion 

Format (see the following page). 
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Week Six Small Group Discussion Format 

• Invite each group member to read one of their scripture passages to the Small Group.  

Some group members may also want to share a short personal reflection about the 

passage they chose. 

• Invite each person to share one of their Goal Setting handouts with the group.   

o Ask if anyone would like further help developing their goals.  If yes, encourage 

the group members to help each other. 

o Tell your Small Group that they will have an opportunity to share this goal during 

Closing Prayer in a way that they feel comfortable.  Group members can either: 

▪ Briefly say a phrase describing the goal 

▪ OR they can read the Goal Setting handout word-for-word 

• Ask your Small Group to think about: 

o What might you do in the future to continue developing your strengths? 

o What talent would you like to invest in next? 
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____________ Where Do We Go From Here? (Large Group) 
 (Time – 15 minutes) 
 

• As we go forward, remember that as Christian disciples: 

o We are called and empowered by the Holy Spirit to follow Jesus Christ, to love 

God and our neighbor.  

o We are called to know the beauty and dignity of ourselves and others. 

o We are called to discover our talents, invest in our talents toward strengths, and 

use our strengths for the common good. 

o We are called to live out our common and specific vocations.  

o We are called to work toward a more just society.  

o And we are called to encourage each other in lifelong talent discovery and 

strengths development.  

 

• As we go forward investing in our God-given talents, here are some suggestions to help 

you continue to develop and use your strengths: 

o Reading Resources:  

▪ StrengthsQuest book  

▪ Living Your Strengths book 

▪ Other StrengthsFinder® and Gallup Corporation resources 

o Continue Having Peer Conversations  

▪ Ask the group how they can continue to have peer conversations.   

▪ What do seminar participants think about getting together with others who 

have attended other Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminar groups? 

▪ Do seminar participants have any other ideas? 

o Continue Activities from the Seminar, such as:  

▪ Reflecting on scripture 

▪ Goal setting 

▪ What else? 

o Meet with a Strengths Advisor 

 

o More Ideas:  

▪ Thinking about your ministry setting, what other ideas do you have to 

share with the group? 

▪ Consider asking your seminar group members for their ideas.  

 

o Ideas for Campus Ministry Settings: 

▪ Encourage college students to look for other StrengthsFinder® 

opportunities on your campus.   

▪ Depending on available opportunities on your campus, you may be able to 

suggest some of the following:   

• The College of Education  

• The College of Business  
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• Student Affairs  

• The Career Development Office 

• Other campus offices and organizations that use StrengthsFinder® 

▪ Encourage students to reach out to mentors, teachers, counselors, and 

other campus staff.  

▪ Encourage them to tell other students about strengths development, which 

will give them the opportunity to articulate and process what they have 

learned these last six weeks.  

 

o Ideas for Parish Ministry Settings:  

▪ Encourage the group to look for ongoing strengths development 

opportunities in their parish or diocese.  

▪ Suggest they practice using and further develop their strengths in the 

parish or the greater community by joining a parish outreach group, 

secular community service group, and/or other parish ministry group.  

Think about providing the group with a list of ministry and community 

service opportunities. 

▪ Encourage them to tell others in the parish about strengths development, 

which will give them the opportunity to articulate and process what they 

have learned these last six weeks.  

 

• AFTER you have given the group some ideas about how to move forward with strengths 

development, then move through the following question and reflection: 

o Do you have any questions or concerns about continuing to develop your 

strengths even after the seminar concludes? Give the group time to ask 

questions. 

 

o Take a moment to reflect on the following:  

▪ Think of at least one thing that you will do to continue developing and 

using your strengths. 

▪ Think of at least one thing that you will do to help others name their 

talents and develop their strengths.    

 

____________ Seminar Evaluations 
(Time – 15 minutes) 

 

Give seminar participants the two seminar evaluations for Week Six and SAY:  Today there are 

more questions on the Seminar Evaluation, because I am asking you for feedback about today 

and the entire seminar.  You will have about ten minutes to work on the evaluation and then 

more time after our closing prayer.  When we begin closing prayer, leave your evaluations at 

your place/table.  Then after closing prayer you can finish them and give them to me.  Thank 

you for being willing to complete these evaluations: your inputs and insights are very valuable! 
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____________ Closing Prayer (Celebration, Commitment, and Sending)   
(Time – 25 minutes) 
 

Allow plenty of time for Closing Prayer.  This week’s Seminar Closing Prayer includes an 

opportunity for the seminar group to give God thanks and praise while reflecting on how God 

calls and empowers us in our lives of Christian discipleship.  The Closing Prayer also gives each 

group member (seminar participants and facilitators) an opportunity to share one of their goals 

with the larger group, offer their goal to God, and ask for God’s blessing.       

A few days before the prayer ritual, consider asking one of the small group leaders to be the first 

to share their goal during the Closing Prayer so that other members feel more comfortable 

sharing their goals.   

You will need a small table for the group to gather around for the Closing Prayer.  Consider 

adding a candle to the center of the table. 

Optional:  Consider giving seminar participants a small gift after the Closing Prayer.  

 

Before beginning the Closing Prayer today:  

• Briefly tell the group about what will happen during today’s Closing Prayer.   

• Ask seminar participants to bring one of their Goal Setting handouts with them to 

Closing Prayer.    

• Invite the group to form a circle around the small table. 
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We come together as a community of faith to give God thanks and praise as we celebrate God’s 

gift of human talent and our call to use our talents in Christian discipleship.   

We give God thanks: 

For creating each person in God’s image and likeness and blessing each person 

with talents and gifts.  

For calling and empowering us to know the beauty and dignity of ourselves and of 

others.   

We give God thanks: 

For calling and empowering us to adhere to and follow Jesus Christ – to be 

Christian disciples.   

For calling and empowering us discover our talents, invest in our talents toward 

strengths, and use our strengths to love and serve our neighbor.    

We give God thanks: 

For calling and empowering us to encourage each other in lifelong talent and 

strengths development, to live out our common and specific vocations, use our 

strengths for the common good, and work toward a more just society.   

 

Let us pray.  

God, the Father, the Son, and Holy Spirit,   

Thank you for blessing us with grace, new knowledge, and this seminar community to 

help us to discern our talents and develop our strengths to use in all aspects of our lives.     

Please bless us as we continue to hear, name, and respond to the common and specific 

ways you call us to develop and use our strengths as Christian disciples.  Amen. 

 

 

SAY to the group: 

I invite you, one at a time, to share one of your goals of investing in one of your talents toward 

developing a strength.  You may read directly from your Goal Setting handout or briefly 

describe your goal.  After you share your goal, please place your Goal Setting handout on the 

table.   
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AFTER each person has shared their goal, INVITE the group to say “we will” after each of the 

following statements of commitment. 

As we go forward from this seminar, will you continue to:  

Discover, invest in, and share your talents, strengths, and gifts?  We will 

Encourage and affirm others to discover, invest in, and share their talents, strengths, and 

gifts?   We will 

Discern your common and specific vocations?  We will 

Use your gifts, talents, and strengths for the common good, a more just society, and to 

serve people in need?  We will 

    Make God’s love and presence more visible in the world?  We will 

 

As we go out into the world to use our strengths to love and serve, remember that God loves 

you and continues to be with you – guiding, enlightening, and strengthening you.   

 

THEN offer a final blessing, such as: 

 

[May] the LORD bless you and keep you! 

[May] the LORD let his face shine upon you, and be gracious to you! 

[May] the LORD look upon you kindly and give you peace!      

         Numbers 6:24-26 [NABRE] 
 

Go in peace to love and to serve the Lord.  Amen.  

 

 

TELL the group that they may take from the table their Goal Setting handout.   

THANK the group for attending the seminar and remind them to finish their Seminar Evaluations 

before they leave.   

Optional:  Give seminar participants a small gift.    
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Seminar Handouts 

The seminar handouts listed below can be found in the following pages.  Handouts not included 

in the list below can be found online.  Website addresses for handouts found online are located 

next to their respective handout name in each week’s Materials section.  

 

Week One Handouts: 

• Week One Small Group Questions  

• Discipleship Reflection  

• Preparing for Week Two - StrengthsFinder® Instructions  

• Week One Seminar Evaluation  

Week Two Handouts: 

• Talent Theme Reflection Questions  

• Holding Up the Mirror Activity Card  

• Week Two Seminar Evaluation  

• Week Two Prayer Partner Activity Card  

Week Three Handouts: 

• Handwriting Activity  

• Week Three Small Group Activity and Questions  

• Talents, Knowledge, Skills  

• Talents and Strengths Equations  

• Week Three Seminar Evaluation  

Week Four Handouts: 

• Vocation and Talents Reflection  

• Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths   

(For Weeks Four, Five, & Six) 

• Preparing for Week Five  

• Week Four Seminar Evaluation  

Week Five Handouts: 

• Social Justice Reflection  

• Week Five Seminar Evaluation  

Week Six Handouts:  

• Week Six Seminar Evaluation  

• Six Week Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminar Evaluation 

Discipleship:  Witness Talk Format and Instructions 
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Week One – Small Group Questions 

 

What are your favorite things to do:  At school? At home? With friends? 

 

 

Have you ever lost track of time during an activity?  Which one(s)?  

 

 

How do you think “knowing what you are naturally good at” relates to your faith? 

 

 

 

 

Week One – Small Group Questions 

 

What are your favorite things to do:  At school? At home? With friends? 

 

 

Have you ever lost track of time during an activity?  Which one(s)?  

 

 

How do you think “knowing what you are naturally good at” relates to your faith? 
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Discipleship Reflection  

Disciples of Jesus Christ are called to follow and learn from Christ.  Christian disciples share 

common calls to discipleship.  Each disciple is called to be a:    

• Follower of Jesus Christ, through lifelong apprenticeship in Christian life. 

• Witness of Jesus Christ, through one’s words and actions.  

• Worshipper of God, through prayer and lifelong dialogue with God. 

• Forgiver, of oneself and others, in order to be in right relationship with God and others. 

• Neighbor, in loving relationships with others, serving the needs of others, and attentive 

to how one’s actions affect others. 

• Prophet who is intentionally aware of what harms people, locally and around the world, 

and works toward social and cultural change so that all people can live dignified lives.  

• Steward of their own human gifts, material resources, and God’s creation.    

Using words from the above description of discipleship and/or your own words, describe what 

discipleship means to you. 

 

 

 

 

Think of one way that you now carry out your call as Jesus’ disciple.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

God loves you and blesses you with talents and gifts. Your talents and gifts can give you insights 

into the ways in which Jesus is calling you to be his disciple.   

 

Discipleship calls are from Introducing the Practice of Ministry, by Kathleen Cahalan. 

Week 1 
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Preparing for Week Two - StrengthsFinder® Instructions 

 
 

• Take StrengthsFinder® tonight or tomorrow. 

  

• Choose a username and password that you will remember for a long time. 

• Give yourself at least 45 minutes of uninterrupted time to complete the web-

based talent assessment.  You are allotted 20 seconds for each question before 

the assessment will move on to the next question. 

• You will be presented with several pairs of potential self-descriptors and will be 

asked to choose which descriptor best describes you, as well as the extent to 

which it does or does not describe you. Try not to think too hard about the 

questions and give your first response. 

• After you take the assessment:  

o You will see a prompt asking you if you would like to email your top five 

Signature Talent Themes to someone you know.  Please email your top 

five themes to your prayer partner and to the seminar facilitator(s): 

 

 

 

 

o Please print a copy of your Signature Talent Theme Report, which 

includes descriptions of your top five Talent Themes.  Look over your 

report and highlight words or phrases that describe you.  (Keep in mind 

that not all the words and phrases will describe you.)  Bring your 

highlighted report with you next week. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 
Week 1 
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Week One Seminar Evaluation 

Welcome to Talents in Christian Discipleship 

 

What did you hear about discipleship today? 

 

 

 

What did you hear about talents?  How would you describe or define a talent? 

 

 

 

Do you feel comfortable taking StrengthsFinder® tonight or tomorrow? 

 

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

Telling Your Story    Excellent Good  Fair  Poor  

 

Discipleship     Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

Positive Psychology   Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

In the upcoming weeks, what are you most interested in learning and talking about during the 

seminar? 

    

 

 

 

Thank you! 
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Talent Theme Reflection Questions 

What was your first reaction to your top five Talent Themes (Clifton Signature 

Themes) on your StrengthsFinder® report?   

 

 

Were you surprised by any of your themes? 

 

 

 

 

Which of your top Talent Themes do you think fits you best?  Why? 

 

 

 

 

 

Which of your Talent Themes hold the talents you use most frequently?  Where 

do you use them? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 2 
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Holding Up the Mirror  
 

Everyone has talents; however, since our own talents are such a natural part of us, we 
are often blind to them and their value.  So that we can truly see our talents and their valuable 
influence in all of our decisions and actions, sometimes we need another person to “hold up a 
mirror” for us. 

To see your talents “reflected in the mirror,” take an opportunity to share your top five 
Talent Themes with a person who knows you well.   

• Describe your top five Talent Themes to this person, and then ask them to tell you 
where he or she has seen your talents in these themes at work in your life.   

• Make notes about the insights you gain from this conversation. 
From Leader’s Guidebook to Living Your Strengths  
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To see your talents “reflected in the mirror,” take an opportunity to share your top five 
Talent Themes with a person who knows you well.   

• Describe your top five Talent Themes to this person, and then ask them to tell you 
where he or she has seen your talents in these themes at work in your life.   

• Make notes about the insights you gain from this conversation. 
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To see your talents “reflected in the mirror,” take an opportunity to share your top five 
Talent Themes with a person who knows you well.   

• Describe your top five Talent Themes to this person, and then ask them to tell you 
where he or she has seen your talents in these themes at work in your life.   

• Make notes about the insights you gain from this conversation. 
From Leader’s Guidebook to Living Your Strengths 
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Week Two Seminar Evaluation 

Talents in Christian Discipleship  

 

What did you like most about today’s seminar? 

 

 

Were you able to name some of your own talents, with the help of your top five Talent Themes?  

If yes, can you describe one or two of those talents? 

 

 

 

Do you feel comfortable exploring and talking about your talents in the seminar large group 

and/or your small group?  Briefly explain. 

 

 

What are some elements of discipleship that you heard about today?   

 

 

 

Name one way you use your talents now in your life of discipleship. 

 

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

 

Small Group Time  Excellent Good  Fair  Poor  

Others’ Talents Activity Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Understanding Talents Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

 

Thank You! 
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Week Two - Prayer Partner Activity  

 

• Get together with your prayer partner this week.   

• Share your talents from one of your top five Talent Themes.   

• Share how you naturally use those talents in your life. (In school, work, 

family, community, …)  

 

 

 

Week Two - Prayer Partner Activity  

 

• Get together with your prayer partner this week.   

• Share your talents from one of your top five Talent Themes.   

• Share how you naturally use those talents in your life. (In school, work, 

family, community, …)  

 

 

 

Week Two - Prayer Partner Activity  

 

• Get together with your prayer partner this week.   

• Share your talents from one of your top five Talent Themes.   

• Share how you naturally use those talents in your life. (In school, work, 

family, community, …)  
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__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

__________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Handwriting Activity Week 3 
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Week Three Small Group Activity and Questions  

 

Look over the Strengths Building Blocks handouts.  Compare your answers.  What 

questions do you have about the nuts and bolts of the Strengths Philosophy? 

 

 

Pull out your Talent Theme Reflection Questions handout from last week.  Do 

you have any more thoughts about these questions that you would like to share 

with the group?   

 

 

What was your “Holding Up the Mirror” experience like?   

• What was it like to have someone you know well tell you about your 

talents?  Was it helpful to you?  

• Did you learn more about your talents from that experience?   

• Did the person you shared your talents with see those talents in you? 

• Why do you think that this Mirror Activity is important in the process of 

naming talents for discipleship? 

• Why is naming and investing in talents with others and in community so 

essential?  

 

 

Can you think of an experience you had where you had the opportunity to 

practice using one of your natural talents?   

How did you practice that talent? 

Week 3 
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Talents, Knowledge, and Skills 

 

Talents are naturally recurring patterns of thought, feeling, or behavior that can be 

productively applied.  Unlike skills or knowledge, talents naturally exist within you and cannot 

be acquired.  (Examples:  making others laugh, enjoying puzzles, thriving under pressure) 

Name a talent of yours: _________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Knowledge is simply what you know, and can be factual or experiential knowledge.  (Examples:  

knowing the capitals of all 50 states, knowing how to smooth things over with your sibling or 

friend, reading or conversing in another language) 

Name something that you are knowledgeable about:   _______________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Skills are basic abilities to move through fundamental steps of a task. (Examples: riding a 

bicycle, using PowerPoint to create a presentation, snowboarding) 

Name a skill of yours:  __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Talent + Knowledge + Skill = Strength         Talent x Investment = Strength 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strengths vocabulary and equations from StrengthsFinder® 2.0 (Rath 2007, 18-20). 

Week 3 
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Talents and Strengths Equations 

Talent  +  Knowledge  +  Skill  =  Strength       Talent  x  Investment = Strength 

 

Your talents are the ways in which you naturally think, feel, or behave.  Can you name a few 

of your talents?   

 

 

When you invest in a raw talent you are developing a strength.  A strength enables you to do 

certain things really well!   

Thinking back over the last few years, can you think of and name one talent that you have 

already invested in?   

If yes:  

o Can you give that strength a name?  

  

o How did you develop that strength?  

 

Do you have any specific ideas about how to invest in some of your newly discovered raw 

talents toward developing strengths? 

 Name one of your raw talents that you would like to invest in:   

 How could you invest in that talent, in order to develop a strength? 

 

 

 

Will some of your talents be easier than others to invest in for strengths development?  Can you 

think of an example? 

 

 

Strengths vocabulary and equations from StrengthsFinder® 2.0 (Rath 2007, 18-20). 

Week 3 
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Week Three Seminar Evaluation 

Talents in Christian Discipleship  

 

What basic building blocks of strengths development did you hear about today? 

 

 

 

How did it feel when you had to write with your non-dominant hand today?   

How about your dominant hand?   

How do you relate those feelings to developing strengths? 

 

 

What questions do you have about the “nuts and bolts” of Strengths Philosophy or Christian 

discipleship? 

 

Briefly name one way that you use your talents in your life of Christian discipleship: 

 

 

Name one of your talents that you would like to invest in: 

 

What did you like most about today’s seminar? 

 

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

Others’ Talent Activity   Excellent Good  Fair  Poor  

Handwriting Activity   Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Strengths Building Blocks  Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

Thank You!  
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Vocation and Talents Reflection  
 

Vocation means “to be called.”  We are called in both common and specific ways by God.   

• Have you ever thought about having a unique specific vocation?   

 

• What does it mean to you to have a unique specific vocation? 

 

 

 

 

How are you hearing God’s call at present?  What does your specific vocation look like to you 

now?   

• Identity: Who am I?  How has God made me?  How is my identity formed by the time, 

place, and culture in which I live and the social relationships I have? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Relationships: With whom am I called to be in relationship now? In the future? 

 

 

 

 

• Work: What do I do?  What work and/or service am I called to at this time in my life?  

And what about in the future?  

 

 

 

 

Vocational aspects (identity, relationships, and work) are from Introducing the Practice of Ministry, by Kathleen Cahalan. 

 

Week 4 
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Vocation and Talents Reflection Continued… 

 

How can your gifts, talents, and strengths help you to think about: 
Your Identity? 

 

 

 Your Relationships? 

 

 

 Your Work?  

(Remember work is not just paid work - it is the work you do in all aspects of your life.) 

 

 

 

 

Looking toward the future…  What about your vocation do you think will stay the same?  What 

might change? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look at your Discipleship Reflection handout from the last few weeks.  How can naming your 

talents and developing your strengths help you to best live your specific and Christian vocations? 

How is your specific vocation related to your Christian vocation?  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 4
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Goal Setting: Investing in Talents for Developing Strengths  

 

God has gifted me with the natural talent of ________________________________________________, which 

belongs to the Talent Theme called _______________________________________________. 

I would like to invest in this talent in order to develop a Strength so that I can ____________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ really well.  

In order to invest in my talent and develop the above Strength, I graciously accept Love and Grace from the Holy 

Spirit and will seek out, practice, and acquire the following: 

Skills ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Factual Knowledge ___________________________________________________________________ 

 

Experiential Knowledge _______________________________________________________________ 

 

Other _____________________________________________________________________________
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Preparing for Week Five 

Reflecting on Scripture 

Choose a scripture reading that resonates with you as you think about your God-given gifts, and 

reflect on this scripture while you think about investing in your God-given talents.  Which 

scripture reading did you choose?  

 

Forming Strengths Development Goals 

Do this activity on your own and with your prayer partner this week. 

Name one or two talents that you would like to invest in.  

 

Is this talent(s) related to one of your top five Talent Themes?  If yes, which theme(s)?    

 

 

Do you have any ideas or thoughts about how to invest in this talent(s) in order to develop a 

strength(s)? 

Experiential knowledge? 

 

Factual knowledge? 

 

Skills? 

 

Other?  

 

Next week bring any questions you have about investing in your talents toward 

developing strengths. 

 

 

Week 4 
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Week Four Seminar Evaluation 

Talents in Christian Discipleship  

 

What did you learn about vocation today? 

 

 

How does your knowledge of your talents and strengths relate to your vocation? 

 

 

Did you feel comfortable asking other group members about their talents?   

Can you write a question or two that you asked someone about their talents today? 

 

 

Do you feel comfortable asking other seminar group members to help you name and invest in 

your talents? 

 

 

How do you feel about investing in one of your talents in order to develop a strength?    

Do you have any beginning thoughts about what talent you might want to invest in?   

 

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

Small Group Conversations  Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Vocation    Excellent Good  Fair  Poor  

Learning about Others’ Talents Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

Thank you! 
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Social Justice Reflection  

Christian disciples are called personally and communally to invest in their talents and use their 

strengths toward building a more “just” society in which people can live.  Building a more just 

society begins with knowing and understanding the following Catholic Social Teaching 

Themes: 

1. Life and Dignity of the Human Person 

2. Call to Family, Community, and Participation 

3. Rights and Responsibilities 

4. Option for the Poor and Vulnerable  

5. Dignity of Work and The Rights of Workers 

6. Solidarity 

7. Care for God’s Creation  

The Catholic Social Teaching (CST) Themes are from the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB). 

Good resources for learning more about the CST Themes include the USCCB website (www.usccb.org) and the 

book, Lazarus at the Table, by Bernard F. Evans.  

 

What does social justice mean to you?  In your own words what does a “just” society look like?  

 

 

 

 

 

Which theme listed above is of particular interest to you?  Why? 

 

 

 

How can developing your strengths help you to respond to this particular theme?  

 

 

 

Social Justice Reflection, Page 1 of 2 

Week 5 

http://www.usccb.org/
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For you, what is challenging about developing and using your strengths in response to making a 

more “just” society?   

 

 

 

In response to social justice issues, how do you or how could you use your developing 

strengths at church? At home? At work? At school? In your community? Other places? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the future, what kind of environment, service opportunity, or work do you think might be a 

“good fit” for you to use your developing strengths in response to making your community and 

society a more “just” place for people to live? 

 In the short-term? 

 

 

 In the long-term? 

 

 

 

      

 

    

Social Justice Reflection, Page 2 of 2 

Week 5 
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Week Five Seminar Evaluation 

Talents in Christian Discipleship  

 

What did you hear about social justice today? 

 

 

 

Why do you think community is important when developing and using strengths toward a more 

“just” society?  

 

 

Name one way in which you can use your developing strengths as you carry out your call to 

know and respond to social justice issues now and/or in the future.  

 

 

Can you name one or two ways in which you can manage your lesser talents? 

 

 

Name one personal talent that you would like to invest in for developing a strength:   

 Do you feel comfortable outlining a plan in which to develop that strength?   

  

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

Social Justice    Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Goal Setting   Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Managing Lesser Talents Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

 

Thank you! 
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Week Six Seminar Evaluation 

Talents in Christian Discipleship  

  

Briefly describe how you see the connection between vocation, social justice, and strengths 

development? 

 

 

 

Name and describe at least one goal you currently have for investing in one of your talents 

toward developing a strength. 

 

 

 

Today we talked about several resources (written material, activities, organizations, and/or 

people) that are available to you as you continue to invest in your many talents and develop your 

strengths.   

• Do you feel comfortable using the resources that are available to you? 

 

• Name one or two of these resources that you think you will use: 

 

 

 

What did you like most about today? 

 

 

Please evaluate the following parts of today’s seminar: 

Setting Goals    Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Closing Prayer    Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 

Where Do We Go From Here  Excellent Good  Fair  Poor 
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Six Week Talents in Christian Discipleship Seminar Evaluation 

 

What did you like the most about the six-week seminar?  Please explain. 

 

 

What did you like the least about the six-week seminar?  Please explain. 

 

 

Was this seminar what you expected it to be?  Please explain. 

 

 

What would you like to do next with your new knowledge about talents and strengths 

development? 

 

Please evaluate how this seminar helped you to:  

Name and learn about your talents?    Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Create goals to invest in your talents toward strengths? Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Understand Christian discipleship in community?  Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Integrate talents with discipleship?    Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Learn about vocation?      Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Learn about social justice?     Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Use your gifts in your life of discipleship?   Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Reflect on your gifts through scripture?   Excellent Good   Fair   Poor 

Encourage others to name talents and develop strengths?  Excellent Good    Fair   Poor 

Know how to continue developing your strengths?  Excellent Good    Fair   Poor 

 

 

Thank you! 

                   Week 6 
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Witness Talk Format and Instructions 

Condensed from Evangelization Talk Format, by Jeffrey Kaster, Ed.D.  

Saint John's University School of Theology, Collegeville, MN  

 

“But how are they to call on one in whom they have not believed? 

And how are they to believe in one of whom they have never heard? 

And how are they to hear without someone to proclaim him? 

And how are they to proclaim him unless they are sent? 

As it is written,  

‘How beautiful are the feet of those who bring good news.’” 

Romans 10:14-15 

 

 

Thank you for offering to give a witness talk!  Your witness talk will give others the opportunity 

to hear the Gospel’s Good News and learn more about Christian discipleship.   

 

The four parts of a good witness talk format includes: 

 

• An Introduction 

• A Personal Story 

• A Scripture Story 

• A Conclusion 

 

In the section below, Preparing for your Witness Talk, you will find six steps, which will help 

you to develop the main point of your witness talk and weave your main point into your 

introduction, personal story, scripture story, and conclusion.  (Many of the steps also include 

references from the General Directory for Catechesis (GDC) and Evangelii Nuntiandi (EN).  

Looking up these references are not required; however, these references are available to you in 

case you are interested in learning more.) 

 

Be sure and contact, ___________________________________________________, if you have 

any questions or concerns about your witness talk.  Thank you! 

 

 

 

Preparing for your Witness Talk 
 

Step 1:   Review the basic needs and concerns of your audience 

 

Try to focus everything in your talk to match the needs and concerns of your audience. 

Consider: 

1. Who is the audience for this talk? 

2. What are the socio-religious contexts (GDC # 58-59) of the audience? 

3. What are the developmental needs of the groups in the audience? 

4. How can I adapt this to relate better to my audience? 
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Step 2:  Determine the purpose or desired outcome of this evangelization talk 

 

1. Proclaim the Good News of Jesus Christ (EN: Content for Evangelization) 

2. Invitation to conversion:  1) Fostering interest; 2) Fostering Searching; 3) Fostering 

the option to walk in the footsteps of Christ; and 4) Profession of faith.  (More 

about the process of conversion can be found in GDC #56.) 

3. Share your faith story.  Answer the question: How did I become a disciple of Jesus 

Christ? OR How am I becoming a disciple of Jesus Christ?  If this is not possible, 

then you could tell a personal story that fosters interest in Jesus Christ, searching, a 

firm option to follow in his footsteps, a profession of faith, or commitment to the 

path of perfection (See GDC #56). 

 

Step 3:  Identify the main point of the talk 

 

What Good News or main message about Jesus Christ, God, or the Holy Spirit do you 

want to proclaim?  What is the one idea you want your audience to remember?  Often a 

question serves quite well as the main point of the talk.  Write one simple sentence or 

create a question that your main point answers: 

 

Main Point: (Write Out) ___________________________________________________ 

 

Examples: God loves you just the way you are!                

What's your purpose in life? 

Have you ever needed shelter from the storm?     

Come follow me! 

Jesus is the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of the World! 

You Gotta serve somebody. 

My Lord and My God. 

You have the words of Eternal Life or Seek ye first the Kingdom of God. 

 

Step 4:  Tell your story 

 

Think of a personal story that relates to conversion:  1) Interest in the gospel; 2) Firm 

option to follow Christ; 3) I believe….  Share a story that answers one of these questions: 

How have I experienced conversion?  How did it happen that I am trying to follow 

Christ: How did I become or am I becoming a disciple of Jesus Christ? To help you tell 

the story, reflect on the following details: 

1. Who was involved? 

2. When did it happen? 

3. What happened? (What is the conflict or tension in the story?) 

4. How was I feeling before, during, and after the experience? 

5. What was important to me about this experience? 

6. Was there anything funny about this experience? 

7. What did this experience teach me about God or God's love?      

8. How does this story support or relate to the main point of the talk? 
   

Witness Talk Format and Instructions, condensed from Evangelization Talk Format, by Jeffrey Kaster, Ed.D., Page 2 of 4 
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Step 5:  Proclaim a Bible Story 

A. Identify the Good News 

Think of a Bible story or passage that supports your main point.  A Bible story will often 

work better than a passage. Use your Bible in the talk.  Tell the Bible story in your own 

words. Embellish the story with feeling the main characters felt. Do research from a Bible 

commentary to discover new meanings about the passage. Read from scripture the one or 

two sentences that make the main point. 

 

B.  Explain the meaning (Good News) of the Bible Story. 

Answer these questions:  What is the Good News about Christ from this passage? 

What does this mean? How does this scripture passage support your main point? 

 

C.  Explain the invitation to conversion or challenge that comes from the Bible story.  

Identify the conversion/transformation that happened in the Bible story and 

challenge/invite the audience to respond.  

 

An Example of Proclaiming a Bible Story:  "God loves you just the way you are."  Jesus 

waits for you with open arms.  There are two specific challenges that come from this 

story of the Prodigal Son.  Are we willing, like the son, to go to the Father and ask for 

forgiveness?  Are we willing to be like the Father to forgive those who have sinned 

against us?  Then ask the audience:  

1. What do you think about all this?  (This question helps to determine whether the 

audience can appropriate the Story into their own life stories.  In other words, 

does the story make sense to them, do they believe it, and what do they honestly 

think about the story. (Groome 1980)) 

2. Invite them to take the next step into the Christian journey. (Inviting the audience, 

in freedom, to take the next step.) 

 

 

 

Step 6:  Conclusion 

 

1.    Briefly summarize Steps 4 & 5 above, and restate your main point. 

2.    End with a spontaneous prayer: for the group to respond to the invitation. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 
Witness Talk Format and Instructions, condensed from Evangelization Talk Format, by Jeffrey Kaster, Ed.D., Page 3 of 4 
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Resources for Witness Talk Format and Instructions 

 

 

Groome, Thomas. “Shared Christian Praxis.” In Christian Religious Education: Sharing our

 Story and Vision, 207- 232.  San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1980. 

 

Kaster, Jeffrey.  Evangelization Talk Format. Written for Evangelization and Catechesis course

 at Saint John’s University School of Theology and Seminary, Collegeville, MN. 

 

Paul VI.  Evangelii Nuntiandi, Apostolic Exhortation on Evangelization in the Modern World.

 December 8, 1975.    

 

United States Catholic Conference of Catholic Bishops.  General Directory for Catechesis. 

August 11, 1997. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Witness Talk Format and Instructions, condensed from Evangelization Talk Format, by Jeffrey Kaster, Ed.D., Page 4 of 4                 
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Additional Resources 

 

 

StrengthsQuestTM   

 

StrengthsQuestTM Resources and Activities can be found at 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx  

 

 

Vocation 

 

Collegeville Institute for Ecumenical and Cultural Research Called to Life (vocation) curriculum 

can be found at http://collegevilleinstitute.org/the-seminars/resources-for-congregations/called-

to-life  

 

 

Social Justice 

 

Evans, Bernard F.  Lazarus at the Table.  Collegeville, Minnesota:  Liturgical Press, 2006. 

Sullivan, Susan Crawford and Ron Pagnucco, ed.  A Vision of Justice: Engaging Catholic Social

 Teaching on the College Campus.  Collegeville: Liturgical Press, 2014.  

Weber, Kerry.  Mercy in the City: How to Feed the Hungry, Give Drink to the Thirsty, Visit the

 Imprisoned, and Keep Your Day Job.  Chicago: Loyola Press, 2014. 

 

http://www.strengthsquest.com/content/141365/Resources.aspx
http://collegevilleinstitute.org/the-seminars/resources-for-congregations/called-to-life/
http://collegevilleinstitute.org/the-seminars/resources-for-congregations/called-to-life/

